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1. INTRODUCTION
Construction sector plays an important role within the European economy. Since the
economic crisis, market prospects were bleak. However, the recent economic
turnaround suggests a positive outlook for the near future.
The construction sector has the potential to respond to major economic and social
challenges. In addition, it needs a stable, knowledgeable, workforce with the
appropriate skills. Despite many initiatives and actions being promoted in the past that
were aimed at gaining skills and competences in the construction sector, many
challenges remain unaddressed. There is a need for the sharing of good practices at
the local, regional, national and European level. Innovative training schemes and
adoption of Vocational Training (VET) schemes to facilitate smooth school to work
transition is necessary, as is increasing the availability of a skilled workforce. There is
also a need for mobility of workers across the EU. By boosting mobility, it would be
easier to address regional and local skills shortages.
By the end of the year 2017, the Commission will probably launch a “Blueprint for
Sectoral Cooperation on Skills”, encouraging key construction stakeholders to use EU
and national funding opportunities more strategically and satisfy short and medium
term skills needs. (FIEC: Annual report 2017)
The Blueprint is a new framework for strategic cooperation between key stakeholders
(e.g. business, trade unions, research, education and training institutions, public
authorities) in a given economic sector. The Blueprint is initially piloted in 6 sectors:
automotive, maritime technology, space, defence, textile and tourism. The
construction sector is being considered as one of the more mature sectors, with high
awareness of the importance of skills. The European Commission also acknowledges
the importance of the construction sector and its contribution to employment, living
environment and the economy. There is therefore a high probability that the
construction sector will be selected for the second wave of the Blueprint. Three focus
areas have been initially identified for the Blueprint project in the construction sector:
energy efficiency; digitisation; circular economy, including bio-based and secondary
recycled products.1
Skillco project was designed to address these issues also. The main goal is to reduce
the skills shortages in the construction sector on the EQF level (in Germany at the
national level DQR 4, in Hungary their national level OKJ and in Slovenia at the national
level SOK 4 and 5). Project aims to identify skill gaps that are most common in the
construction sector to all of the participating project partner countries (Slovenia,
Germany and Hungary). After identifying skill gaps, the aim of the project is to

https://www.construction-products.eu/news-events/latest-news/blueprint-for-sectoralcooperation-on-skills-initiative.aspx
1
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elaborate and define learning units, with the use of ECVET principles, that could be
integrated in formal VET programmers and used as training courses.
On one hand, the project aims to integrate learning units into existing curricula on the
4th EQF level and on the other hand to include them in the national occupation
standards and regular VET programmers (where possible, due to the differences in
various educational systems).
These are the first attempts to implement comparable curricula into different
countries.
Project Skillco will also develop a mobile application that will contain all of the project
findings learning units, training material, video clips and photographs.
Through Work package (WP) 2, content development was implemented. The main
goals of WP2 were to provide an overview of the current state in the construction
sector and skill gaps in all of the participating project partner countries and to identify
and select 4 skills for which joint learning units will be created in WP3.
The first step in identifying existing skill gaps and the state of the construction sector
was to research existing sources / data on the construction sector and skills gaps in the
construction sector. The second step was to analyse collected data sources.
Before the next step in the project, questionnaires for employers in the construction
sector were prepared and also for former students of construction VET programmes.
In the third phase, research was done in focus group meetings and, after the analysis,
focus group guidelines and reporting templates were prepared. Focus group meetings
were organised in all of the project partner countries.
After the analysis of the two focus group meetings in all of the project partner
countries (6 focus group meeting in total), interviews with HRM representatives were
executed.
All of the above-mentioned activities were used to identify 4 skills for which learning
units and training material will be developed.
This final report on research findings reflects results of data searches, questionnaires,
focus group meetings and interviews. It also includes 4 skills gaps that were identified
and will be used in the upcoming project activities (WP3).
The document will serve the activities in WP3 and also WP4 (pilot trainings) and WP5
(mobile application development).
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2. DESK RESEARCH PROCESS AND RESULTS
2.1 Desk research methodology
One of the methodologies used in WP2, defining skills gaps and training needs, was
desk research. The main objective of the desk research was to:
-

determine what is already known about the field of construction EQF level 4.
skills gaps in the construction sector on the EQF level 4
VET systems in project partner countries (Germany, Slovenia and Hungary)

Sources that were used: freely accessible national and international databases,
publications and surveys covering skills gaps in the construction sector prepared by
key European and World organisations related to VET.
In the first phase of desk research, a collection of national and international
publications and other sources available online was made.
The second phase included an analysis of the gathered material and the third phase
was preparation of key documents for execution of project activities.
The acquisition of data was carried out by:
-

Performing desk research and identifying publicly available databases.
The involvement of project partners and industry representative bodies.

More than 30 different publications, surveys and databases were gathered (see annex).

2.2 Desk research conclusions
During the recession, there was a fall in the numbers of people hired in different
occupations, including within the construction sectors. According to the European
vacancy monitor (European Commission 2014) most of the occupations after the crisis
era required a higher level of skills.
The outlook for European construction is relatively stable. Around 6% of the European
labour force is expected to be working in this sector in 2025, which is similar to the
level working in the sector in 2015. In EU Member States, such as Croatia, Luxembourg
and Ireland it is expected that the employment level in construction will be higher than
the EU average. On the other hand, employment will decrease in Germany, Romania
and the UK. In 2025, more than half of the jobs in construction will be for craft and
related trades workers (Cedefop 2016: European sectoral trends, The next decade).
Because of the greening of the construction sector and energy efficient buildings,
skills needed in the construction sector are likely to change (new materials and
technologies) – new green skills. Demand for skilled workers with high level of
qualifications could double by 2025. OECD new study Skills Outlook 2017 says that
6
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some of the most important skills are numeracy and mathematical skills - these skills
make technological breakthroughs possible. These skills will be fundamental for
economic and social success. Other skills are in ICT – they play a key role in improving
companies’ performance. In addition, besides numeracy and ICT, there is literacy and
soft skills – social skills. Many adults lack in those skills. Therefore, the challenge for
the future is to educate and train workers so they can gain the qualifications they need
for their work. “Skills can help countries integrate into global markets and specialise in
the most technologically advanced industries (OECD Skills Outlook 2017)”.
Interesting topics on skills were also addressed in July 2017 at the Construction
Conference: Let’s build changes! The conference was held In Brussels and it was
organised by the European Commission. They addressed the topics such as
sustainability / resource efficient materials… innovation / digitalisation. The
construction sector has to improve skills in new technology, sustainability,
management and communication to stay competitive and sustainable. Project Skillco is
addressing all of the above mentioned skills gaps, with the aim to foster trainee and
worker mobility.

7
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3. CONSTRUCTION SECTOR IN EUROPE
The construction sector is very important to the EU economy, because it provides
solutions for social, climate and energy challenges. It also creates new jobs and it
drives economic growth. There are about 3 million small and medium sized enterprises
in EU, which provide 18 million direct jobs. In the year 2016 jobs in the construction
sector represented 6.4% of total employment in Europe and there were 42.9 million
workers who depended directly or indirectly on the construction sector. Because of the
economic crisis, the construction sector has had many problems. By 2016, construction
output was less than half the level it had been prior to the crisis (in 2007) in Slovenia,
for example, it was down 58.3%. Since 2015, the construction sector is recovering
(according to data form Eurostat and Euroconstruct).
Production of the European construction sector has, in comparison with 2015,
increased by 2.3% in 2016 (the highest increases in production were in Slovakia, Spain
and Sweden). However, there have also been large decreases, especially in Slovenia,
Hungary and Poland.
Table 1: Production in construction - annual data
TIME/GEO European Union
2007
/
2008
/
2009
/
2010
/
2011
/
2012
/
2013
/
2014
/
2015
/
2016
/
Source: Eurostat 2017

Germany Hungary
Slovenia
99,2
122,9
131,9
99,9
116,7
152,4
99,5
111,7
120,4
100,0
100,0
100,0
106,9
92,0
75,1
106,2
86,0
62,5
105,9
93,2
60,9
108,9
105,8
72,8
107,4
109,0
66,9
110,2
88,5
55,0
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Table 2: Production in construction - annual data (Percentage change compared to same period in
previous year)
TIME/GEO European Union Germany Hungary
Slovenia
2007
2,9
2,8
-14,3
18,4
2008
-3,1
-0,2
-5,0
15,5
2009
-7,7
-0,1
-4,3
-21,0
2010
-4,1
-0,5
-10,5
-16,9
2011
-1,5
7,2
-8,0
-24,9
2012
-5,5
0,0
-6,5
-16,8
2013
-1,8
0,0
8,4
-2,6
2014
3,2
2,9
13,5
19,5
2015
0,7
-2,3
3,0
-8,1
2016
1,8
2,4
-18,8
-17,8
Source: Eurostat 2017

The forecast for employment in construction sector is also positive as it will increase by
3.9% from 2013 to 2025 across the EU. It is anticipated that over 6 million jobs will
open during this period, due to retirement and other reasons, and new jobs will be
created due to the shift in the technology.
Table 3: Employment (number of persons employed); Q1 Number of persons employed, Q2 the
hours worked and Q3 wages and salaries index.
geo\time 2015Q3 2015Q4 2016Q1 2016Q2 2016Q3 2016Q4 2017Q1 2017Q2 2017Q3
EU
88,9
89,4
89,4
89,5
89,8
90
90,8
90,9
91,1
Germany
108,3
108,9
109,7
110
110,5
110,7
110,5
110,1
110
Hungary
95,1
94,2
100,5
98,8
97,9
97,9
104
102,4
101,3
Slovenia
69,3
68,9
67,6
68,8
68,8
69,2
69,4
70,8
71,1
Source: Eurostat 2017

The construction sector is on the rise in EU. FIEC press release reports that in year 2016
there were, for example, over 3,683,000 construction businesses (enterprises),
companies and sole entrepreneurs, in the EU area with Turkey, Norway and
Switzerland included. They supported more than 16,908,000 jobs and contributed
1,528 billions of euros to the broad EU economy.(FIEC: http://www.fiec.eu/en/library619/key-figures.aspx).
The European Commission has set itself a goal to help the construction sector become:
1. More competitive:
In 2012, the Commission published a Communication Strategy for the sustainable
competitiveness of the construction sector and its enterprises. The document is a part
of the Europe 2020 initiative. It focuses on the promotion of favourable market
conditions for sustainable growth in the construction sector. Five areas are addressed:

9
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o Financing: especially for energy efficient investments in the renovation of
buildings and for research and innovation in a smart, sustainable, and inclusive
environment
o Skills and qualifications: workforce and management training for job creation
through up-skilling and apprenticeships to meet demands for new
competencies
o Resource efficiency: focusing on low emission construction, recycling and
valorisation of construction, and demolition waste
o Regulatory framework: emphasis on reducing the administrative burden for
enterprises, and particularly SMEs
o International competition: encouraging the uptake of Eurocodes and
promoting the spread of new financial tools and contractual arrangements in
non-EU countries.
2. Resource efficient and
3. Sustainable
One of the important goals in Europe is also promoting green energy with investing in
technology in the construction sector. EU has some of the most advanced energy
efficient measures for the development of infrastructure and they are all part of the
EU strategy to promote eco techniques for development and infrastructure. How does
the European Commission plan to achieve all of the above set goals? By:
-

quantifying the impacts of EU legislation on the sector

-

ensuring the full implementation of the Construction Products Regulation (CPR)

-

consolidating the internal market for construction products by developing a
common technical language for the performance of construction products

-

following up on the Strategy for the sustainable competitiveness of the
construction sector and its enterprises (2012) that improves training, tendering
and financing in the construction sector

-

following up on the Communication on Resource efficiency opportunities in the
building sector (2014) that aims to improve design, construction, demolition and
recycling of construction products, as well as simplify data in the use of
resources to reduce waste

-

following up on the Construction 2020 strategy and the Circular Economy
Package by introducing the EU Construction and Demolition waste
proposal (2016) to increase confidence in the C&D waste management process
and the trust in the quality of C&D recycled materials.

10
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3.1 CONSTRUCTION SEC TOR IN GERMANY 2
In Germany, the construction sector makes a big contribution to its economy. About
10% of the annual GDP are spent on construction projects. About 74,000 companies,
most small and medium sized, are active in main construction trades and 260,000
companies are active in finishing trades.
Table 4: Main construction industry in Germany
Specification

Scale unit

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Employees

1,000

744.9

756.4

757.4

763.4

781.4

Local units

number

75,181

75,332

74,018

73,664

74,223

million hours

885

892

930

924

944

Hours worked

Index of orders received
2010 = 100
108.8
110.9
108.9
113.3
128.3
Source: Construction industry in Germany
https://www.destatis.de/EN/FactsFigures/EconomicSectors/Construction/ConstructionIndustry/Tab
les/MainConstructionIndustry.html

German construction sector employs 1.1 million workers. 90% of companies are small
businesses (less than 20 employees) and they are focused on residential construction,
while large building companies generate most of their turnover abroad.
Table 5: Number of enterprises in the construction industry in Germany in 2013
Industry

Number of enterprises

Share of Gross Value Added in GDP (%)

Manufacturing

28,024

0.9%

Construction

277,141

4%

Real estate activities

205,323

10.1%

Architectural and engineering activities

107,689

1.3%

618,177

16.3%

Total
Source: Eurostat 2014

Table 6: Enterprises, employees, turnover and investments3
Specification

Unit

2010

2015
Relevant unit

Enterprises

Number

Employees

1,000

Turnover

million Euro

2010
= 100

13,262

14,723 111.0

698

769 110.2

91,333

111,193 121.7

Investments
million Euro
2,453
2,918 119.0
Source: Construction industry in Germany
https://www.destatis.de/EN/FactsFigures/EconomicSectors/Construction/ConstructionIndustry/Tab
les/ConstructionIndustryGermany.html

2

European Construction Industry Observatory: Country profile Germany – March 2016

3

Enterprises (main construction industry and finishing trades) with 20 or more persons employed.
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German construction sector is increasingly focusing on environmental research. When
it comes to developing new building materials and technologies, they quickly offer a
solution. They are also very innovative in the areas of digital planning and construction,
and in the field of the use of IT applications in construction.
Despite the crisis, the number of companies in the German construction sector has
increased by 12.5% since 2008. The outlook for the future remains positive.
Figure 1: Production index

Source: Construction industry in Germany
https://www.destatis.de/EN/FactsFigures/Indicators/ShortTermIndicators/ConstructionIndustry/kpi
118.html?cms_gtp=148412_list%253D3

Despite the positive growth of the production in the construction sector and the
increasing number of construction companies, the German construction sector faces
some challenges. Because of the demographic changes, large number of retiring
workers, two thirds of construction companies are struggling to find new skilled
workforce. Germany has made several initiatives to attract and upskill young people.

3.2 CONSTRUCTION SEC TOR IN HUNGARY 4
The recession in 2009 and 2012 strongly affected the national construction sector.
Employment dropped by 21% (2008-2013). In 2012, there were 119,417 enterprises
operating in the construction sector (the number decreased by 11.4%).

4

European Construction Sector Observatory: Country profile Hungary – March 2016
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Table 7: Number of enterprises in the construction industry in Hungary in 2012
Number of enterprises

Share of Gross Value Added in
GDP (%)

Manufacturing

6,774

0.7%

Construction

60,284

3.3%

Real estate activities

31,338

7.1%

Architectural and engineering activities

21,021

0.8%

119,417

11.9%

Industry

Total
Source: Eurostat 2015

Because of the recession, 85,000 employees left the construction sector between
2007-2013. The decline stopped in the second half of 2013 and a slow increase has
started. In the end of the year 2014 the number of employees was 258.4 thousand
which was 6.5 % compared to the whole economy. By 2015, this number has grown to
271.9 thousand, and at the end of 2016 it was 277.8 thousand.
Unemployment in 2015 was at 6.8%, lower than in 2014 (7.7%) and the pre economic
crisis in 2008 (7.8%). Between 2008 and 2013, the number of companies created in the
construction sector declined by 52%5.
Figure 2: Employees in the construction industry (in thousands)

Source: Country report Hungary

The recovery after recession revealed the construction sector's longstanding
workforce problems. All trades in the construction sector can be classified as having a
5

EC EUROPA: Construction observatory
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skills shortage in the labour market. At the moment, there is an estimated shortfall of
30 thousand skilled workers within the industry. The number of young people in the
building industry is decreasing, and the employers are not always satisfied with the
professional skills of entrants. 6
In February 2015, Hungary introduced the National Building Energy Performance
Strategy (NABEPS). With this strategy, Hungary is aiming to modernise residential and
public building stock, improve its energy efficiency and reduce utility costs for
households. The NABEPS also establishes its plan for increasing the number of near
zero-energy buildings, in compliance with Directive 2010/31/EU on the Energy
Performance of Buildings. With the implementation of NABEPS 42,000 jobs will be
created until 2020. With these measures, Hungary is trying to meet the objectives of
the Construction 2020 Strategy.
One of the challenges facing the Hungarian construction sector is that construction is
not very appealing for young people as it is linked to poor salaries and poor career
expectations. There is also low investment in training activities for employees. The
Hungarian government has made a decision to reorganise the national Vocational
Education Training (VET) system towards a dual-education model, which is expected to
improve the situation.

3.3 CONSTRUCTION SEC TOR IN SLOVENIA 7
The building sector in Slovenia is divided into two broad categories:
-

construction (residential and non-residential)

-

civil engineering works

The economic recession heavily affected the construction sector in Slovenia. In 2012,
there were 18,392 enterprises who were registered in construction activity, which is
5.4% fewer than in 2008. Construction enterprises employed 62,357 people in 2012,
which is 30.5% less than in 2008.
Production in the construction of buildings dropped continuously between 2008 and
2013 (-73,5%), showing however some signs of recovery in 2014, increasing by 3.8%.8
In 2016, construction enterprises in Slovenia performed EUR 1.6 billion worth of
construction work, which is the least in the last ten years.
Many employers are looking for workers to work abroad. In 2011, most available jobs in
construction were associated with energy efficient construction and renovation. There
has also been a shift in demand for workers. In 2008, employers were hiring workers
National report Hungary
Chamber of commerce and Industry of Slovenia
8
EC EUROPA: Construction observatory
6
7
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who were without qualifications and now they are looking for workers who have
finished secondary vocational school. Here comes a challenge, because enrolment in
secondary vocational schools is decreasing each year, meaning that a large proportion
of workers will be taken from abroad.
Figure 3: Person in employment by year, F-construction, 2008-2016

Source: Surs
http://pxweb.stat.si/pxweb/Dialog/varval.asp?ma=0775321E&ti=&path=../Database/Demographics/
07_labour_force/05_labour_force_register/01_07753_lab_force_year_average/&lang=1

15
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Figure 4: Persons in employment by sex and occupation

Source: Surs
http://pxweb.stat.si/pxweb/Database/Demographics/07_labour_force/06_labour_force_register_st
ruc/05_07648_pers_employ_occupation/05_07648_pers_employ_occupation.asp

16
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Figure 5: Persons in employment by group of citizenship and sex

Source: Surs
http://pxweb.stat.si/pxweb/igraph/MakeGraph.asp?onpx=y&pxfile=0775325E20181295133.px&PLa
nguage=1&menu=y&gr_type=1

Currently, the construction sector is undergoing a restructuring process.
Slovenia is also one of the EU countries who have joined the EU objectives (20/20/20 by
2020): 20% improvement in energy efficiency, 20% increase in the share of renewable
sources and a 20% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions. To revive the construction
sector in Slovenia it is important to focus on nZEB, energy efficient renovation and the
use of renewable energy sources.

17
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4. VET SYSTEM IN EUROPE
The Europe 2020 Strategy puts a strong emphasis on education and training to
promote “smart, sustainable and inclusive growth”. This Communication responds to
the call of the Europe 2020 Strategy to reinforce the attractiveness of vocational
education and training (VET). Improving the attractiveness of VET has been a European
policy objective since the beginning of the Copenhagen process in 2002; and countries
have devoted a lot of attention to the issue before 2010. The Copenhagen process has
supported the Member States in modernising VET systems. It has boosted the
development of the learning outcomes approach, the lifelong learning perspective and
has supported the development of common reference tools (Europass, European
Qualifications Framework - EQF, European Credit System for VET – ECVET and
European Quality Assurance Reference Framework for Vocational Education and
Training – EQAVET).
There have been many campaigns introduced to attract young people to VET. A great
number of EU countries are expanding or improving the use of the internet to promote
VET, among them also Germany and Slovenia.
There have also been campaigns for the adults in about half of the EU Member States.
With these campaigns, they are trying to raise an awareness of the benefits of VET.
Within the Bruges Communiqué (European Commission strategy for VET systems),
countries have agreed to support VET attractiveness by demonstrating the value and
benefits of VET through campaigns and skills competitions.
Forecast of future skills show a greater demand for medium and high level
qualifications. Because of the emerging new technologies, VET must adapt accordingly.
Young students will have to be equipped with appropriate skills, so that they will be
able to meet the labour market needs. Adults will be able to upgrade their skills
through continuing vocational education and training (CVET).

18
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4.1 VET SYSTEM IN HUNGARY 9
The Minister for the National Economy, who shares responsibility with ministries for
specific vocational qualifications and with the Minister for Human Resources on
learning outcomes and framework curricula, leads central administration of VET (and
adult training). Presently, the Chamber of Commerce plays a dominant role in shaping
VET. In Hungary, all qualifications are registered in the National Register of Vocational
Qualifications (OKJ). The register updates annually.
Young people at age 14 decide if they wish to enter VET and what type of VET to
choose. Work based learning is organised in enterprises and/or school workshops
depending on availability of places and learners and schools decisions. Formal
education offers adults the same options as young people, whether they are in parttime or distance education; for example, they can enter VET programmes, which lead
to OKJ qualifications.
One of the distinctive features of the Hungarian VET system is that enterprises are
increasingly providing training. In addition, every year the government issues shortage
job lists based on county development and training committee’s recommendations. To
encourage training in shortage jobs, practice providers are offered incentives and
students receive grants.
Hungarian VET system faces the following challenges:

9

-

High youth unemployment

-

Skills shortages

-

Low image and attractiveness of VET

-

Low participation of adults in education and training – one of the consequences
is that they have one of the lowest employment rate in EU.

-

Migrations of skilled workers – Hungary is trying to solve that with orienting
towards a German dual education model.

http://www.cedefop.europa.eu/en/publications-and-resources/publications/8059
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Picture 1: VET in Hungary’s education and training system

Source: Cedefop, Spotlight on VET Hungary
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4.2 VET SYSTEM IN GERMANY 10
VET in Germany is based on cooperation between State, private sector and social
partners. The Federal Ministry of Education (BMBF) is responsible for general VET
policy. Also involved is The Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy. It
approves the “Ausbildungsverordnungen” (regulation for vocational trainings).
The ministry (BMBF), in addition, works closely with the Federal Institute for
Vocational Education and Training (BIBB), which conducts research and advises the
Federal Government and vocational training providers. The Länder (federal states) are
responsible for school-based (parts of) VET and have VET committees with employer
and employee representatives.
A key feature of the German VET is the dual system. Every person who has completed
full-time compulsory schooling has access to apprenticeship training (usually three
years’ duration), which combines two learning venues, companies and vocational
schools. Companies conclude training contracts with applicants under private law.
Enterprises and vocational schools conduct training and the chambers are responsible
for holding examinations. To keep pace with rapid technological changes, training
regulations are revised every few years. Another feature of the German VET system is
the cooperation between the social partners (employer organisation, trade unions and
employee organisation) and the government.
Current challenges in German VET system are

10

-

improving transition from (compulsory) general education to VET and higher
education;

-

further developing guidance and counselling;

-

preventing dropouts from VET;

-

reducing the lack of qualified personnel.

http://www.cedefop.europa.eu/en/publications-and-resources/publications/8057
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Picture 2: VET in Germany’s education and training system

Source: Cedefop, Spotlight on VET Germany
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4.3 VET SYSTEM IN SLOVENIA 11
The Ministry of Education (MoE) is the main responsible body for VET. It prepares
legislation for upper secondary and higher vocational education, adopts educational
programmes and finances public schools. Public schools are the ones who provide
formal vocational education and training (VET) programmes in Slovenia. Together with
private providers, public schools also offer continuing VET for adults. Since 2000 the
national qualifications system (NVQ) has been in place. NVQ does not provide formal
education as it is based on assessment processes that enable individuals to obtain
formal recognition of their vocational competences.
Social partners are involved in VET at all levels.
Some of the distinctive features of Slovenia VET system are:
-

vocational / technical programmes and national vocational qualifications are
based on vocational standards prepared in cooperation with employers

-

Local companies actively cooperate with VET schools

-

Education institutions are forming school centers that encompass all VET levels

-

High permeability between VET and general programmes at upper secondary
level

Some of the Slovenian VET system challenges are:

11

-

Strengthening the link between employers and promote the employment of
young workers

-

Attractiveness of VET, by providing better qualifications that meet labour
market needs

-

Flexibility of educational pathways

-

Quality of practical training

-

Development of quality learning materials

-

Implementation of EU tools and instruments (EQF, ECVET and EQAVET)

-

Improving the quality assurance system

http://www.cedefop.europa.eu/sl/publications-and-resources/publications/8070
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Picture 3: VET in Slovenia’s education and training system

Source: Cedefop, Spotlight on VET Slovenia
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4.4 NATIONAL QUALIFIC ATIONS FR AMEWORK (GERMANY,
HUNGARY AND SLOVENIA)
National qualifications frameworks (NQFs) classify qualifications by level, based on
learning outcomes. This classification reflects the content and profile of qualifications
- that is, what the holder of a certificate or diploma is expected to know, understand,
and be able to do. The learning outcomes approach also ensures that education and
training sub-systems are open to one another. Thus, it allows people to move more
easily between education and training institutions and sectors. (Cedefop:
http://www.cedefop.europa.eu/en/events-and-projects/projects/nationalqualifications-framework-nqf)
All three project Skillco partners countries (Slovenia, Germany and Hungary) have their
own national qualifications frameworks in construction on the EQF level 4. Because all
countries have their own specifics as also the number of qualifications, we have
selected five common to all sectoral qualifications: drywall installer, bricklayer, painter,
carpenter and tiler. We have chosen the listed qualifications based on a quick analysis
of the existing information on specific country qualifications and compared the three
national qualifications frameworks.
The German qualification framework on the EQF level 4:
Title of the qualification

English title of the qualification

Maler und Lackierer/Malerin und Lackiererin

Painter and varnisher

Fliesen-, Platten- und Mosaikleger/in

Tile and mosaic layer

Zimmerer/Zimmerin

Carpenter
Mason - bricklayer

Maurer/in

Dry construction worker

More info on German qualification framework: https://www.bibb.de/de/index.php

Hungarian qualification framework on the EQF level 4 is:
Title of the qualification

English title of the qualification

Kőműves és hidegburkoló

Bricklayer and tiler

Kőműves

Bricklayer

Burkoló

Tiler

Szárazépítő

Drywall specialist

Ács

Carpenter
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Festő, mázoló, tapétázó

Painter, decorator, paper hanger

More info on Hungarian qualification framework: https://ec.europa.eu/epale/en/resourcecentre/content/hungarian-national-qualification-register

In addition, Slovenian qualification framework on the EQF level 4:
Title of the qualification

English title of the qualification

Izvajalec suhomontažne gradnje/izvajalka
suhomontažne gradnje

Drywall installer

Pečar–polagalec keramičnih
oblog/pečarka–polagalka keramičnih
oblog

Stove fitter – ceramic tiler

Slikopleskar–črkoslikar/slikopleskarka–
črkoslikarka

Painter – Sign painter

Tesar/tesarka

Carpenter

Zidar/zidarka

Bricklayer

More info on Slovenian qualification framework: https://www.gzs.si/Portals/PanogaGradbenistvo/info%20gradbena%20mapa_2017_v13.pdf, http://www.nok.si/slovenianqualifications-framework-register

All countries have a common qualification in:
-

Bricklayer

-

Carpenter

However, there are some differences in a qualification title in:
-

Painter (German – painter and varnisher; Hungarian – painter, decorator, paper
hanger; Slovenian - Painter – sign painter)

-

Drywall installer (German – dry construction worker; Hungarian – drywall
specialist; Slovenian – drywall installer)

-

Tiler (German – tile and mosaic layer; Hungarian – tiler; Slovenian – stove fitter –
ceramic tiler)

Hungary also has a qualification where bricklayer and tiler are joined in the same
qualification and there is a separate qualification as a bricklayer. German qualification
“Maurer” is divided into two qualifications and that is mason-bricklayer and dry
construction worker.
There are also differences in skills and competencies that are listed in specific
qualification.
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All of the qualifications are on the EQF level 4 and on the particular country level 4
(SQF – Slovenian, DQR – German and OKJ – Hungary). There is also no difference in
time of education for the five listed qualifications - they all have an education period of
3 years. Skills and competencies of the 5 common to all countries’ national
qualifications are different also. German and Hungarian are more described, there are
more of the listed skills and competencies than in Slovenian.
Final examinations are the same in all countries. They are formed from written and oral
examination and practical examination (presenting and defending a project or a
service).
The main difference in work-based learning is that in Germany, because of the dual
system, the students are already employed. With regards to the Slovenian and Hungary
education system, the students are obliged to do their work based learning during the
education time. Slovenian work based learning is mandatory for all students and is 24
weeks in length (in 3 year study). Individual student contracts allows the extension of
practical training to up to max of 53 weeks. Hungarians have a bit more work-based
learning, which is also obligatory, in second and third year at a construction company.
They have a range of theory and practical, 30%/70%. Germans, as we have mentioned
above, have a dual system so the training is provided in a company and part time at
vocational school (which they attend only one or two days a week). The least work
based learning is in Slovenia, with the other two countries placing more emphasis on
work-based learning.
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5. SKILLS IN THE CONSTRUCTION SECTOR
The construction sector faces new challenges due to development of new technologies
and greening the production and the products. There is a big gap between curricula
taught in the educational institutions and what is needed in the labour market. The
consequence is that enterprises have to recruit workers who are not properly qualified.
To be competitive and sustainable, while facing the challenges of an ageing workforce,
migration and misalignment of skills, the construction sector has to foster new
technological, sustainability-related, managerial, and communication skills. The
existing workforce has to be continuously up-skilled. Also, in order to attract young
people and educate them, the image of the sector needs to be improved. The skills
challenge can only be addressed by the industry itself, with support from the public
sector. Partnerships between employers and education providers are vital in this
respect. The Blueprint for Sectoral Cooperation on Skills, Build Up Skills and the
European Alliance for Apprenticeships were mentioned as positive examples.12
In December 2010 the European Member States, social partners and the Commission
adopted the Bruges Communiqué. This is an ambitious agenda for modernizing
vocational education and training system in EU and it is the objective of the Europe
2020 strategy.
Young people in VET systems need to develop technical skills and learn to adapt to the
need for continuous skills development. This is also relevant for adults as they
constantly have to upgrade their skills and competences. For older workers, continuing
vocational training (CVET) is gaining strategic importance by equipping them with skills
necessary for changing jobs as well as for entrepreneurship.
Skills are very important for growth, employment and competitiveness. Cedefop has
made an analysis of case studies in specific clusters and it has showed that strategic
investments in skills can have the potential of creating a dynamic system, which
support economic development and innovation.
A high percentage of adults in EU do not have foundation in basic skills like literacy,
numeracy, ICT and foreign language (Education and training: The Survey of Adult skills
(PIIAC). In 2011, a survey was carried out among employers on skill gaps. The most
frequently mentioned skill gap was safety and health and the next was technical skills.
Moreover, these are the common skills needed in the construction sector:

12

-

understanding and operating tools and equipment

-

accuracy and precision

-

manual dexterity and physical strength/stamina

http://ec.europa.eu/growth/content/2017-construction-conference-lets-build-changes_en
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-

Personal attributes such as good time management, flexibility, problem-solving
skills, trustworthiness and the ability to work as a team.

-

Increases in subcontracting have led to a requirement for project management
skills, including planning and management.

According to CITB 2016 Skills and Training Survey 20% of employers reported skill gaps
within their existing workforce and 16% report gaps having a major impact. 72% are
increasing their training activities to overcome gaps. 13

5.1 GREEN SKILLS
Construction sector plays and important role in the delivery of the European Union’s
‘Europe 2020 goals for smart, sustainable and inclusive growth.
There are two directives that mainly influence construction sector:
-

Directive 2002/91 /EC mainly influence the construction sector on the European
energy performance of buildings

-

Directive 2006/32/EC on energy end-use efficiency and energy services. It also
represents an important source of employment.

Green technologies are developing fast and, because of that, the construction sector
has to face many challenges of innovation. Not only that the industry has to adapt
quickly, but also the employers and the workers. As green technologies mean new jobs,
there is also a need for new skills and new occupations. Now the challenge is how to
upgrade workers skills and teach them new techniques. The problem with this is also
that there are not enough trainers and teachers.
In Germany, the environmental aspects have greatly influenced their education and
training system. Because of that, they have included environmental protection in dual
vocational training and university education.
At the Bau fair held in Germany, there was a lot of attention paid to the green skills,
and a lot of the new structural systems for the ecological constructions were exhibited
and displayed. There was also an interesting link with other professions. Learning
about basics of mechanical and electrical engineering could play an important role in
smart construction.
Overall, the trend of constructing green buildings requires construction workers to be
more aware of eco-friendly materials and technologies. Nevertheless, the trend will
not apply only for new buildings but also on existing homes. Analysis, undertaken as
part of the BUILD UP Skills European initiative, suggests that by 2020 more than 3
million workers in Europe will require training on energy efficiency or renewable
13

https://www.citb.co.uk/research/research-reports/skills-training-construction-industry/
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energy sources (mainly craftspeople and on-site workers). Workers who need the most
of skills upgrading are: electricians; plumbers (including installers of heat pump boilers,
biogas systems, central heating, sanitary and thermic equipment); carpenters and
joiners; bricklayers; and technicians (including heating, ventilation and air
conditioning).
At the 2017 Construction Conference: »Let's build changes!« there was an agreement
on the need for policy intervention on sustainability in construction, including
legislation, standards and best practices; the importance of green and innovative
public procurement at all levels; and the need for sustainable buildings to go beyond
niche markets and become mainstream, including in the residential market.14

5.2 LITER ACY AND NUMER ACY
Literacy and numeracy are some of the most essential skills within the construction
sector and they are becoming more and more significant in the labour market. These
skills are not important only in our everyday life but also in education, work, etc.
Nowadays more jobs require at least a functional level of literacy / numeracy. If an
individual does not have a high level of literacy or numeracy, he is more likely to work
in low skilled jobs. Nevertheless, the number of low skilled jobs is shrinking (in EU from
2003 to 2013 by 22%).
A survey made by PIAAC has shown that the mean literacy scores of adults aged 25 –
64 are lower with people who have finished vocational school. In many European
countries, only one third of adults with vocational education have proficiency Level 3
on PIAAC literacy scale. European countries who have the highest proportion of VET
educated adults scoring at the level 2 are Spain, Belgium, Italy and France. In
Netherlands, Sweden and Finland less than 50% score at level 2.

14

http://ec.europa.eu/growth/content/2017-construction-conference-lets-build-changes_en
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Picture 4: Level of proficiency in numeracy by age group 16-24 across countries in 2012

Source: Skills Panorama - Level of proficiency in numeracy by age group 16-24 across countries in
2012

Jobs today are demanding skilled workers. Individuals with poor skills of numeracy and
literacy will be at greater risk of unemployment in the future.
Picture 5: Average scores in numeracy skills by age group 16-24 in Germany compared to EU in 2012

Source: Skills Panorama - Average scores in numeracy skills by age group 16-24 in Germany
compared to EU in 2012
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5.3 OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH (OSH)
Occupational safety and health (OSH) is a multidisciplinary field concerned with
the safety, health, and welfare of people at work. It is written in law that employers
have a duty to take reasonable care of the safety of their employees. Specific OSH
factors vary on the specific sector. Despite the significant improvements observed
during the last 10 years there are still more occupational fatalities in the construction
sector than in any other. One of the most common causes of fatal and non-fatal injuries
among construction workers are falls. In most countries, men are most in danger of
workplace fatalities. In the EU as a whole, 94% of deaths were of males. More than one
in five (20.9 %) fatal accidents at work in the EU-28 in 2014 took place within the
construction sector15. According to EU-OSHA, “More construction workers are killed,
injured or suffer ill-health than in any other industry”16.
The main health problems in the construction sector are17:


Musculoskeletal disorders: the construction sector has one of the highest rates
of musculoskeletal disorders - 75%.



Hearing loss because of the exposure to high levels or long duration of noise



Vibration: 63% of construction workers are regularly exposed to vibrations at
work. Hand-arm vibration diseases normally result from the use of powered
hand-tools.



Skin Diseases: More than 15% of the construction workers are handling or
touching dangerous substances during working hours, including rough
materials.



Respiratory diseases such as silicosis, asbestosis and cancer: 32% of the
construction workers reported in 2005 that they are exposed to vapours and
fumes at least half of their working time.



Psychosocial health problems: The construction sector has one of the highest
incident rates of psychosocial health problems such as stress, fatigue and
burnout

http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statisticsexplained/index.php/Accidents_at_work_statistics#Analysis_by_activity
16 ‘Actions to improve safety and health in construction>‘, Magazine of the European Agency for
Safety and Health at Work magazine. (7), 2004
15

17

https://oshwiki.eu/wiki/Health_in_the_Construction_Industry#Health_in_the_construction_industry
_.E2.80.93_facts
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Picture 6: Work-related ill health by illness type

Source: Health and safety statistics for the costruction sector in Great Britain
http://www.hse.gov.uk/statistics/industry/construction/

As seen from the picture above, the prevailing work related illnesses in the
construction sector are muscosceletal disorders (65%). This data comes from the
United Kingdom, but it is spread across all of the European countries.
In many EU countries, there is strong cooperation between employer and worker
organisations (e.g. unions) to ensure good OSH performance as it is recognised that
this has benefits for both the worker (through maintenance of health) and the
enterprise (through improved productivity and quality). In 1996, the European Agency
for Safety and Health at Work was founded.
In Member states of the European Union, they have implemented a series of directives
into their national legislation that establish minimum standards on occupational safety
and health. These directives ensure that employers assess risks in the workplace and to
take preventive measures as required.
There are many OSH professionals, who have different roles and responsibilities (varies
regionally). Their work is to:
-

Evaluate working environments

-

Develop and encourage measures that might prevent injuries and illnesses

-

Providing OSH information to employers /employees

-

Providing medical examination

-

Assessing the success of worker health programmes.

For example, in Norway the main required tasks of an occupational safety and health
practitioner include the following:
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Systematic evaluations of the working environment



Endorsing preventative measures which eliminate causes of illnesses in the
workplace



Providing information on the subject of employees’ health



Providing information on occupational hygiene, ergonomics, and environmental
and safety risks in the workplace.

5.4 INFORMATION COMMUNIC ATION TECHNOLOGY
Information communication technology (ICT) is becoming more and more implemented
in the general construction process. It is increasingly embedded into the everyday jobs
of construction workers. Because of the new technologies in construction sector
(smart buildings, energy reduction), there is a need for ICT skills in construction, to
which employers are already responding. There is still however an issue with
employees, who have not received enough training in these new technologies.
Although many construction companies across Europe have focused on digitalisation in
construction, only a few of them have implemented this new field of work in their
business. The economic crisis has had an impact on the adaptation of new
technologies, but this is slowly changing and growing.
Innovation and digitalisation have the potential to revolutionise the whole
construction process. By accepting innovation, construction sector could save on
materials, and gain new business opportunities.
Some of the innovations in the construction sector are:
-

Drones - the construction sector has emerged as a key driver of the commercial
drone industry. With drones the construction company can save up their money,
they are faster, they collect data far more frequently With the right computing
tools, builders can turn sensor data into 3D structural models, topographical
maps, and volumetric measurements (useful for monitoring stockpiles of costly
resources like sand and gravel). Collectively, that intelligence allows
construction companies to more efficiently deploy resources around a job site,
minimise potential issues, trim costs, and limit delays. In fact, most of the
advanced construction projects are transformed with drones. In Spain, they use
drones to supervise projects in less accessible areas.

-

BIM (Building Information Modelling) – is the process of creating information
models containing both graphical and non-graphical information in a Common
Data Environment (CDE) (a shared repository for digital project information).
The information that is created becomes ever more detailed as a project
progresses with the complete dataset then handed to a client at completion to
use in the building's 'In Use' phase and potentially on into a decommissioning
34
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phase18. BIM allows simulations of construction processes and also allows
sharing of information, which leads to better decisions along the value chain,
from design to building, operation, maintenance, and demolition.. It is used and
being further more developed in several European countries. In two European
countries, Poland and Greece the implementation of BIM is very limited. In
these countries, they tend to focus more on machinery and people.
-

Modern sensors, by using the “Internet of Things” allows to better monitor the
construction process and improve control over the performance of buildings
during their lifecycle, making them smarter, improving efficiency and saving
valuable resources.19

For now, mainly large companies are investing in digital construction. Only time will tell
how the small companies will manage to benefit from this trend and how will they be
able to invest.
The 2017 Construction Conference: »Let's build changes!« have pointed out that
ground-breaking changes are taking place right now and that the industry needs to
embrace them, or face significant disruption on a similar scale to the automotive
sector. Throughout the conference, benefits of smart design and lifecycle
management of buildings, automation (off/on – site production), or new techniques
(like 3D printing, drones, virtual reality, sensors) were presented through examples. In
terms of digitalisation, there is a need to move from innovation to implementation,
including better and wider collection of data, more efficient management of the data
using platforms, and more extensive use of the data in user-friendly applications. To
speed up digitalisation, and in particular the use of BIM, governments and local
authorities were called upon to be ambitious in their requirements and procurement
specifications. The conclusion was that if Europe can assist in kick-starting this new
market, huge opportunities lie ahead for the sector as well as for citizens, and
European companies can emerge as leaders in the global market.20

5.5 SOCIAL SKILLS
Social skills are one of the soft skills (job non-specific skills, which are related to an
individual’s ability to operate effectively in the workplace either alone or with others).
Soft skills are a crucial aspect of many industries, among them is a construction sector.
Although hard skills are the ones that are the most important, soft skills also play a big
part in the construction sector. Knowledge of building projects and materials is and will
always be valued, but many employers are realising that soft skills are equally

https://www.thenbs.com/knowledge/bim-dimensions-3d-4d-5d-6d-bim-explained
http://ec.europa.eu/growth/content/2017-construction-conference-lets-build-changes_en
20
http://ec.europa.eu/growth/content/2017-construction-conference-lets-build-changes_en
18

19
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important. It is vital that a construction worker or even a person with a more specialist
position is able to communicate.
Construction workers must have the following soft skills:
-

Communication / vocabulary

-

Time management

-

The ability to lead others

-

Written skills

Apprentices are often promoted within their workplace to managerial position, yet
they often lack in soft skills (teamwork, leadership, communication and problem
solving).
The most important soft skill in construction sector is being able to work in a team.
Every project is a collaborative process. Providing training in soft skills contribute to
lifelong learning skill set of the individual and enables them greater work mobility.21

5.6 VALUABLE VANISHING SEC TOR AL SKILLS
In the project application form, project partners have promised that we will also look
for the valuable vanishing skills in the construction sector. We are aware that there are
skills in this sector that are less and less needed, due to changing methods of
construction and the types of materials used. By identifying valuable sectoral
vanishing skills we will be able to preserve cultural heritage, renovate old buildings and
build copies of old demolished buildings.
Through desk and field research we identified valuable sectoral vanishing skills in the
field of sustainable construction.
Sustainable construction is a human and environmentally friendly construction method
which is, at the same time, economical. Investors, designers and contractors need to
use construction practices that will not cause permanent damage to the environment.
Buildings that are energy efficient, healthy and functional help reduce pollution and
waste. Such construction is based on the triple principle: "Man, Earth and Savings". The
ultimate goal of sustainable construction is to reduce the impact of buildings on the
environment during construction, use, maintenance and ultimately demolition.
Given the high representation of masonry buildings and their relatively high age, the
need for quality construction interventions on such structures is increasingly
emphasized. With the newer buildings there are mainly small reconstructions and
rehabilitation, and for the elderly there are complete construction interventions, which
are the basis for the preservation of the existing construction fund. The latter is
21

https://softskillshardhats.eu/
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necessary due to spatial and economic needs, environmental reasons, as well as the
preservation of cultural heritage and the revitalisation of old village and city cores. In
this regard, according to the construction design, the method of construction and the
materials used in the masonry buildings, these customised construction interventions
are required.
The efforts for technical sustainability are interwoven with the general trend or
strategy of sustainability of a built environment or sustainable construction, in which
we strive to take into account environmental, economic and social aspects.
Valuable vanishing skills play an important role in the project Skillco. Besides desk and
field research, we have addressed and archived these skills by presenting them in the
form of expert video clips. Vanishing valuable skills that we have identified mostly in
the light of green skills in building – sustainable construction and in the field of
craftsmanship, remain very interesting for construction companies. There is still a
demand on the market, but the techniques of work are gradually disappearing,
because there are less and less people who have the knowledge in restoration,
renovation, etc. With the expert videos that all three project partner countries will
make (Slovenia and Germany will address wooden construction and in Hungary, they
will address thatched roofs), Skillco project aims to preserve the skills in this field of
construction and reach out to craftsmen.
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6. FOCUS GROUP PROCESS AND RESULTS
6.1 FOCUS GROUP METHODOLOGY
Following desk research was the organisation of focus group meetings in project
partner countries. Based on the analysis of the existing focus group documents,
guidelines and templates for the project partners have been prepared. The list of focus
group questions were also elaborated by WP2 LP for project partners and they were
presented to the project consortia for their contribution. With this research, we
intended to identify and research in detail the sectoral skill gaps that we have
identified through the questionnaires for former students of VET construction schools
and employers in the construction sector. Another aim of this field research was to
narrow the 6 fields of skill gaps to 4, as promised in the approved project application.
At the first focus group meeting, the participants discussed the identified six skill gaps
via questionnaires filled out by former students and employers in the construction
sector.
On the second focus group meeting, different participants / stakeholders discussed
which of the six identified skill gaps they felt were of lesser importance and which do
they see as a very important skills gap in construction sector. The aim of the second
focus group discussion was to narrow down the six skills gaps into four.
After all focus group meetings in all project partner countries were finished, the
general report of findings was written.
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR FORMER STUDENTS OF CONSTRUCTION

Our representative pattern were former students who finished construction VET
schools within the last few years. The developed project questionnaire was sent via email and to their home address. We got 152 filled out questionnaires:
- 94 from Slovenia (representative pattern - students who have completed their
study from 1999 till 2014)
- 20 from Germany (representative pattern – students who have completed their
study in 2010)
- 38 from Hungary (representative pattern - students who have completed their
study from 2010 till 2016)
104 from 152 (68, 4%) students have continued their studies, while 48 have not
(31,6%). Those who have continued their studies have mostly continued with their
career in construction. Only three have totally changed their course of study (1 in
tourism, 1 in design and 1 in international diplomatic studies).
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QUESTIONNAIRE ON SKILL GAPS IDENTIFICATION FOR EMPLOYERS

A questionnaire on skills gaps identification was created, in both print and online
versions (online survey). In total, we received 140 filled out questionnaires. Skills gaps
identification questionnaires were sent to employers in the construction sector. Most
of the respondents were male and only a small percentage of females responded to
the survey:
- 78.60% male
- 21.40% female
Respondents age group statistics:
- Under 20 (2.9%)
- 21-40 years (40%)
- 41-60 years (45%)
- Above 60 years (12.1%)
Employers who have filled out the survey were:
- 45.70% from Germany
- 19.30% from Slovenia
- 25.7% from Hungary
RESULTS OF THE QUESTIONNAIRES FOR FORMER STUDENTS OF VET
CONSTRUCTION SCHOOLS AND EMPLOYERS IN THE CONSTRUCTION SECTOR

The analysis of the questionnaires on skill gaps identification has shown that there are
6 skills in construction sector, which we would identify as a skill gap:
1. Social skills: client / investor / contractor relationship; relationship between
different contractors; knowing of roles and jurisdictions; business culture; transfer of
information; the way we communicate and the use of communication technology22;
2. Literacy: Understanding of construction schedule and sequence of construction
works and reading / understanding of project documentation, preparing time plans.
3. Numeracy: cost calculation, expenditure forecasts in construction for group of work
or small objects
4. Green skills: Energy efficient construction: reuse of industrial / construction waste
material, recycling; new materials and technology; energy efficient installations; wood
construction; valuable vanishing skills

22

this skill gap was identified via project field research, but will not be developed within Skillco
project, since SSA are more technical/expert/practical oriented in sectoral skills!
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5. Occupational safety and health (OSH): safe use of potentially harmful materials
(respirable crystalinne silica); measurements for prevention of musculoskeletal
disorders; basics of ergonomics
6. Information communication technology: use of ICT on construction site; use of ICT
technology for construction works.
All 6 field gaps correspond to desk research results.

6.2

TIMEFRAME OF THE PROJECT TASKS

The first focus group meetings were organised during the 6th project month by
chambers and employers’ organisations from Slovenia, Germany and Hungary.
Chambers of Commerce and Industry - Chamber of Construction and Building Materials
Industry of Slovenia (CCIS CCBMIS), organised the first focus group meeting in
Slovenia.
The second focus group meetings were organised in 7th project month by VET
schools/centers in project partner’s countries.

6.3

TARGET GROUP ADDRESED

In Germany, the West German Chambers of Crafts and Skilled Trades’ Council (WHKT)
organised the first focus group meeting and in Hungary, the organiser was The
National Federation of Hungarian Building Contractors (ÉVOSZ).
The second focus group meeting in Germany was organised by BFW NRW, in Hungary
by KSZC and in Slovenia by SC Celje.
Participants in both focus group meeting were representatives of small and large
construction companies (managing directors, engineers, construction site managers,
etc.).

6.4

PARTICIPANT INDICATORS: TOTAL NUMBER OF
PARTICIPANTS REACHED IN TWO FOCUS GROUP
MEETINGS

In the first focus group the total number of the participants in all of the project partner
countries was 29:
-

8 from Hungary
10 from Germany
11 from Slovenia

The total number of the participant in the second focus group was 28:
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-

6.5

8 from Germany
10 from Hungary
10 from Slovenia

MAIN CONCLUSIONS OF THE FIRST FOCUS GROUP
MEETING

At the first focus group meeting, the participants were asked about different fields of
construction skill gaps, which were identified through questionnaire on skill gaps
identification and the questionnaire for former students of VET in construction.
The questions were about skill gaps in social skills, literacy, numeracy, safety and
health, ICT and green skills.
Table 1: Questions for the first focus group meeting

Section

Questions
1.1 Operator`/Technicians` level executes activities to
maximise resources efficiency (e.g. reducing waste in
production, separation and collection of waste, reuse and
recovery/recycling and proper disposal)
- Do you have experiences with recycling and reusing of
waste materials from construction?
- Which knowledge should Operator`/Technicians` level
staff acquire to be able to manage resources efficiently?
- Are all of your employees aware of the importance of
reducing waste in production and separating wastes
properly when collecting waste on the construction site?
What could be improved in this field?
- Do you, in your company offer any internal trainings
regarding management of resources (“waste”) of work? Do
you have practice to invite external expert to support your
staff with new filed knowledge?
1.2 Life cycle assessment/costing (new, restoration and reuse,
demolition)
- Are you aware of importance of a design, use and reuse of
new construction product for the market or a design of
buildings (until the end of the product/building life span or
till demolition), up and down recycling technologies?
- Do you practice any design demolition techniques to get
reusable “construction” materials?
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Green skills in
building
(green
buildings)

1.3 Environmental legislation – monitoring, interpreting and
acting accordingly
- What does your company find very difficult when
monitoring and interpreting environmental legislation?
- Do you have someone in the company in charge of
environmental legislation requirements or you get support
from local/regional/national chambers/employers
organisation when needed?
1.4 Green (ecological) products/material
- Which advanced modern green (ecological) construction
products and materials do you currently use? Do you have
any problems with its installation?
- How important is it for you to have green (ecological)
products/material in your offer and why?
- Who informed you about green constructions
products/material and how did they convince your
company to start using them?
1.5 Use of new, innovative and advanced construction products
and building materials
- Which are the new construction products/material and
building materials that you started to use in year 2016 or
2017 or you plan to and why – describe your decision?
- What percentage of green products are used in
construction activities in your company? What are the costs
of fitting green products instead of traditional
construction products
- How do you keep in touch with the upcoming new
construction and building technologies and
products/materials? Where do you get information about
them (fairs, sectoral workshop in building industry
companies etc…)?
1.6 Building renovation skills (replacing of facades, windows,
roofing …)
- How your staff acquire new building renovation skills’? Via
CD photos, DVD – movies and video clips from producers,
specific app, on the spot training (organised by building
industry), at the construction site from the mentor or
external trainer?
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-

What is the most valuable employees knowledge and skills
when renovating buildings? Which skills do you find
vanishing among construction workers?

2.1 BIM (building information modelling) for
operators/technicians` level occupations: tablet use in
training on the construction site (tablet training)
- Do you use BIM? Which BIM dimension 3D, 4D, 5D, 6D? If
not, why not?
- Do your workers use tablets or specific apps on the smart
phones on the construction site? Do you have any
feedback, if they are able to use them properly and what
could be improved and how?

ICT

2.2 Databases and IT support tools for bills of quantities and
preparation of offers for tenders
- Which IT tool or program and databases do you use to
prepare offers for the investor- more exactly bills of
quantity?
- How do you find the quality of bills of quantity in project
documentation when you perform construction work for
public investors?
2.3 Using new available IT tools in construction (apps, special
IT programmes)
- For which type of construction works you use special IT
tools or IT support or your design of project (energy
performance, physics, statics, 3D view …):
- construction works
- installation works (electro and mechanical)
- finishing works?
- design of construction product
- Can you list some of the new available IT tools that you
would like to use in your company?
3.1 Reading project documentation (designs, sketches signs, …)
- Do you think your employees know how to read project
documentation well? Where do they have most problems?

Literacy
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Numeracy

Health and
Safety

3.2 Understanding of construction schedule/time plan and
sequence of construction works
- Are your workers aware of the importance of
construction schedule and costs occurred if delays
happen?
- Who (type of the profession and his/her years of
experiences) prepares your internal operational
construction time plan? Which IT tool you use for preparing
the operational construction time plan?
4.1 Costs' calculations, time-plan and expenditure forecasts in
construction for group of work or small objects
- Which aforementioned numeracy skills are expected for
workers on the operator/technician level to know for
specific construction group of work or project?
5.1 Safe use of potentially harmful materials (asbestos,
respirable crystalline silica …)
- Who is in charge in your country for H&S plan on the
construction site? Who and how is this H&S plan
presented to the employees on the workplace?
- How are employees trained/educated for H&S topics?
Internally in your company by H&S engineer, by attending
a specific training organised by paritarian fund (set up by
employers and employees), by specific insurance
organisation?
- Do you think you are aware of all H&S risk and estimation
of H&S risks is adequate and clear to employees?
5.2 Training about H&S preventive measures, activities and
proper body posture for prevention of health disorders
(muscosceletal disorders …, being aware of the health risks
posed by occupational field)
- Who presents to your workers the proper preventive H&S
practices in the production line or construction site work
place? How often are your workers absent and for how long
regarding most common occupational diseases (for
instance: work related muscosceletal disorders etc.)?
- What specific measures have you implemented so far to
avoid occurrence of the most common occupational
absence among your workers?
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Social skills

6.1 Being aware of how we communicate with each other, how
methods of communication can be improved to make the
way we communicate more efficient and effective
- What kind of problems are you facing right now in
communication in your company?
- How do you think you could improve the communication
that it would be more efficient and effective in your
company?
6.2 How to behave at a customer’s home/building site regarding
kindness and cleanliness
- Which crucial behavioural problems and challenges your
employees have to tackle when working on the
construction site or customers home?
- Do you organise internal or external training for
workers/employees how to behave?
6.3 Interaction/coordination with the various actors on a
worksite
- What is your experience with interaction among the various
actors on the construction worksite? Where is the critical
bottleneck of the communication among the actors?
- How do you resolve communication bottleneck and how do
you manage the conflicts on the work site?

In Slovenia, the participants found the following skills gaps as very important:
- Use of new, innovative and advanced construction products and building
materials
- Communication / language
- Transfer of knowledge
- Reading project documentation
- Costs' calculations, time-plan and expenditure forecasts in construction for
group of work or small objects
- Health and safety
- Building renovation skill
For Hungary, the first focus group participants the most important skill gaps are:
- Understanding project documentation
- Green skills
- Health and safety
- Cost calculations, time-plan and expenditure forecasts in construction for group
of work or small objects
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In Germany, the first focus group participant have pointed out the following skill gaps:
- Importance of safety training
- Importance of health training
- Reducing waste and separate collection
- Operator level use of IT-based media
All of the participants in the project partners’ countries have agreed that a very
important part of the construction sector is being aware of the safety and health. Many
have pointed out that the employees could be more careful and take more account of
safety and health measures. Green skills in building are also a common theme amongst
all of the participants; they all see green skill as an important part of the construction
sector’s future. German participants also found operator level use of IT based media
very important. Both Slovenians and Hungarians found numeracy as a big skills gap, as
well as the understanding of project documentation. In Slovenia, participants of the
first focus group meeting discussed the importance of communication between
different staff on the construction site and the language barrier. They also found a big
problem in the transfer of knowledge from older workers to younger ones – there is
not enough of that in construction.

6.6 MAIN CONCLUSIONS OF THE SECOND FOCUS GROUP
MEETING
At the first focus group meeting we have discussed the importance of the identified six
skill gaps. The aim of the second focus group was to narrow down the range of the
previous focus groups skill gaps into four. In Germany, the participants of the focus
group found the most important skill gap in literacy, then in numeracy, occupational
safety and health and social skills. Hungarian participants thought that the most
important skill gaps was occupational safety and health, then literacy, numeracy and
green skills. In Slovenia, the most important skill gap for the participants was literacy,
followed by occupational safety and health, numeracy and green skills.
OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH
Common to all of the focus group participants was the importance of occupational
safety and health. It is clear that all of the stakeholders are aware of this problem, and
are interested in implementing proactive measures, integrating OSH management
system standards and using technological tools to train workers.
Through second focus group meetings we have found out that in the field of
occupational safety and health the most important area within are measures for
prevention of musculoskeletal disorders and basics of ergonomics. Construction
workers do not pay much attention to their own health and how to properly move or
pick up heavy items, so they would not hurt their back. A key factor is training for
prevention of these diseases.
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NUMERACY
Numeracy is also a skill gap found in all project partners country focus group meetings.
It seems that the workers do not have enough knowledge in cost calculation and
expenditure forecasting. In Slovenia, it is because there are no specific classes, neither
in VET schools or in college. Construction workers usually get the knowledge about
cost calculation and expenditure forecast when employed and through work
experience.
LITERACY
Skills gaps in literacy, especially in the understanding of construction schedule and
sequences of construction works and reading / understanding of project
documentation, preparing time plans with the use of ICT on construction site / use of
ICT technology for construction works, is also a skills gap common to all PP countries.
Sometimes, the problem of the understanding of project documentation and
construction schedule starts not at the operator level construction workers, but
higher, with the supervisors or construction site managers. It is a basic skill which is
mostly not acquired enough by employees on the EQF level 4.
GREEN SKILLS IN BUILDING
The last skills gap identified through second focus group meeting are green skills in
building, specifically the reuse of industrial / construction waste material and recycling
with the safe use of potentially harmful materials.
The construction sector aims to be smart and sustainable, so it could achieve the
European Union’s ‘Europe 2020 goals. Because of the fast developing green
technologies, skill gaps are emerging.

6.7 FINAL RESULTS OF THE FOCUS GROUP MEETINGS
In the focus group meetings, participants discussed different hard and soft skill in the
construction sector. In our analysis of the first focus group meeting we discovered that
social skills, such as communication between different construction profile workers on
the construction site, are of high importance. Before we started with the second focus
group meeting, EACEA informed us that project Skillco should address only hard skills.
Even before the focus groups took place we anticipated some differences in project
partner countries construction skills importance. After the first focus group meeting
was finished and the analysis was made it showed that project partner countries have
developed different priorities on skill gaps. In Slovenia the most important skills gaps
were the use of new and innovative construction products and communication, while in
Germany they found safety and health training the most important skills gap and in
Hungary it was the understanding of project documentation.
Overall, first and second focus group meeting have shown that all 3 project partner
countries have common skill gaps.
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With the results based on the second project focus groups, four sectoral skill gaps are
identified in the construction sector of Slovenia, Hungary and Germany which also
reflects sectoral skills gap fields on the EU level according to the project desk research
activities implemented before the project field research, those are:
1. Green skills in building: reuse of industrial / construction waste material,
recycling with the safe use of potentially harmfull materials
2. Occupational safety and health: measures for the prevention of musculoskeletal
disorders and the basics of ergonomics
3. Literacy: understanding of construction schedules and the sequence of
construction works and reading / understanding of project documentation,
preparing time plans with the use of ICT on construction site / use of ICT
technology for construction works
4. Numeracy: cost calculation, expenditure forecasts in construction for group of
work or small objects
These results of 4 identified sectoral skill gaps are based on the 349 responses from
different individuals who participated in the surveys and focus group meetings.
Valuable sectoral vanishing skills were not addressed in the focus group meetings, but
they were a part of our desk research and focused interviews. We also performed
research with target groups.
The material for the output no. 2.2 Focus group meetings was gathered by WP2 leader.
Project partners that were involved in performing focus group meetings were: IRSVET,
BFW NRW, KSZC, EVOSZ, SC CELJE and WHKT.
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7. INTERVIEW PROCESS AND RESULTS
7.1

INTERVIEW METHODOLOGY

After completing two project Skillco focus group meetings in project partner countries
(Germany, Hungary, Slovenia), additional field research was done with individual
detailed interviews with HRM representatives of construction companies.
Representatives from construction enterprises in project partner country were
interviewed about skills gaps among adult workers and young workers entering labour
market and companies skills training.
The number of interviews that were planned in the project is 9, and in total 10
interviews were carried out in 11th and 12th project month.

7.2

INTERVIEW CONTENT TEMPL ATE

The interview template form with interview questions was elaborated and later
adapted and approved by all PPs. After all interviews in all project partner countries
were finished, the general report of findings was prepared.
Interviews were performed as face-to-face meeting in companies’ premises and were
voice recorded
An interview template:

Date
Place
Company
Interviewee name and surname
/position in a company
Interviewer name and surname
This interview is meant to acquire more in detail view of VET training in the construction and the
building material industry companies. Interview should be not more than 30-45 min long.

Interview introduction
The Skillco project aims at identifying common sectoral skills gaps by analysing
different national and EU sources and data bases, identifying 4 common skills
requirements (one from the field of a valuable vanishing sectoral skill and one green
skill), and developing 2 common sectoral (European) Modules: curricula learning unit
(module A) for pupils and practical training (module B) for workers. We have used
different techniques for identifying 4 skill gaps common to Slovenia, Germany and
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Hungary. By focused desk and field research (using special questionnaires and focus
groups in each project country), we have been able to identify 4 skills gaps in the
construction sector in literacy, numeracy, OSH, and green skills among ex-pupils and
construction workers on 4EQF level.
With this interview, we would like to acquire more knowledge from the past and future
data related to your company skills trainings for construction workers in order to be
able to prepare appropriate Skillco pilot training. Developed courses for skills training
will be a later basis for continuing adult training (upskilling) offered to construction
companies workers.

Interview questions
Company trainings:
1. Do you have any internal (annual) training plan for your employees (workers on
the operator level)?
2. Does your company organise internal training (inside your company) and
external training or just one of them?
3. Do you have an internal unit responsible for organising the training?
4. Can employees propose specific training they would like to attend? If yes, which
training are employees most interested in?
5. Which training did your employees attend the most in the last year – 2016
(could you describe the main topic)?
6. How long was the training (few days, more than one week, etc.)?
7. How much on average does one training for one employee cost?
8. Can you estimate the percentage of employees involved in the trainings on
annual basis (2016, 2017, 2018 – plan)?
9. Where does the training take place in your company (meeting hall…)? Do you
have any training on the construction site?
10. In which season do your internal company training usually take place (winter,
spring…)? Do you have your internal training during the week or also on
weekends? In addition, are the training taking place during work time or also in
the afternoon and evening time?
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11. Does an employee have to co-finance some percentage of costs for their
training?
12. How many resources have you planned for 2017 and 2018 in your budget for
training?
13. Do you receive any financial support for the training and if so, who co-funds
them (local authorities, government, different programmes …)?
14. Have you already thought about the topic for your next year training? Which
topic will be covered in the training for workers offered by your company in
2018?
15. In 2018, Skillco will offer specific and free of charge VET training of 4 skills,
appropriate for construction workers, technician and engineers: numeracy,
literacy, OSH and green skills. Would you be interested in participating in these
training (your employees)?

Skills in Construction sector
16. Which knowledge / skills do you think your employees on the operator level
have not acquired sufficiently, but would need them for their work?
17. Which of the qualifications do you find the most important for the operator
level workers?
18. How do you transfer / pass on the knowledge inside your company (mainly from
older workers to young or vice versa also)?
19. Do older workers pass on the knowledge of valuable vanishing skills? Which are
the valuable vanishing skills that you would point out?
20. Are there any skills that were used in the past for the execution of projects your
company is in charge of, and are not developed by the workers today or needed
in general?
21. Are there any skills that workers have not acquired in the field of sustainable
construction?
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The result of the Skillco project analysis, questionnaires and two focus groups was the identification of 4
skills gaps in the construction sector:
1. Literacy: Understanding of construction schedule and sequence of construction works and
reading / understanding of project documentation, preparing time plans with the use of ICT on
construction site / use of ICT technology for construction works
2. Numeracy: cost calculation, expenditure forecasts in construction for group of work or small
objects
3. OSH: Measures for prevention of musculoskeletal disorders and basics of ergonomics
4. Green skills: reuse of industrial / construction waste material, recycling with the safe use of
potentially harmfull materials

22. Do you think that your employees have enough skills in the 4 above mentioned
skill fields or you think there is a need for further development of these skills?
23. Does your company have any training material or material related to our 4
identified skills gaps? Moreover, would you be willing to give us some of the
material so we could use it in our project (as a supporting learning material, in a
mobile app)?
24. Do you have any question for us or would you like to share any other
information regarding this interview topic with us?

7.3 INTERVIEWS PERFORMANCE
7.3.1 INTERVIEWS TIMEFRAME
After two project focus group meetings in 3 project countries were finished in months
6 and 7, and the analysis was made, an interviewing template was presented to project
partners by WP2 leader. After finalisation of interviews, questions and validation of the
final version, project partners translated it and performed all of the interviews in the
11th and 12th project month, September and October 2017.
7.3.2 TARGET GROUPS ADDRESSED
As written in the project description, actual work programme, 3 companies’
representatives from the construction sector per project country should have been
interviewed. Slovenia interviewed 3 construction companies, Germany also 3 and
Hungary has made 4 interviews.
Focused interviews in 10 construction companies were performed with HRM
representatives or key staff/personnel face to face.
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7.3.3 INTERVIEWS FINDINGS
The aim of the focused project interviews was to explore skills training in construction
companies and skills in the construction sector that the companies see as relevant or
missing. One important subject was also to discover more about valuable vanishing
skills and discuss them, if they are so important that they should be addressed and
archived via the Skillco project. Valuable vanishing skills were meant to search within
sectoral green skills field.
The interview respondents were mainly HRM representatives from the construction
companies in Slovenia, Germany and Hungary. In total, 10 HRM representatives were
interviewed.
First set of questions was about company training commitment, policy and practices.
The aim was to acquire knowledge about companies’ skills training in order to be able
to prepare appropriate Skillco pilot trainings plan with timeframe for identified
sectoral skills gaps.
7.3.4 COMPANIES’ SKILLS TRAINING
 Internal (annual) training plans for the employees on the operator level:
- Germany: Two out of three respondents said that they have no annual
training plans.
-

Slovenia: All three respondents said that they make annual training plans
for their employees.

-

Hungary: The large companies have, but the smaller companies, due to their
low number of employees, have no separate education plan. They only have
an annual business plan where the company's employment strategy is
formulated, including the training plans, as well.

Summary: Internal annual training plans are being made in all construction companies,
except for one in Germany. Hungary has one more specific, where annual training plans
are made only in larger companies and in smaller companies, training plans are a part
of the annual business plan.
 Internal or external trainings or both / internal unit responsible for
organising training:
- Germany: Two out of three respondents organise internal and external
training and one company organises only external training. Only one
company has an internal unit and that is an academy for training.
-

Slovenia: All three companies organise both internal and external training.
Although the share of external training is slightly higher. All respondents
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have an internal unit (personnel unit) who is responsible for organising the
trainings.
-

Hungary: Large companies use both external and internal trainings, while
smaller companies are organising mostly health & safety (OSH) and fireprotection training as an internal training. Companies either have a HRM
department or a person in charge of training.

Summary: All construction companies organise internal and external trainings and
almost all of them have an internal unit responsible for organising the training, except
in Germany where just one company has as internal unit.
 Employees’ proposals on specific trainings they would like to attend / which
trainings did they attend most in the last year (2016):
- Germany: All three respondents said that the employees can propose which
trainings they would like to attend, mostly they are interested in polishing,
work safety (OSH), waste management, dangerous goods and heavy
equipment piloting. Employees have mostly attended trainings in correct
behaviour with hazardous goods, polishing, technology, law, business
management, IT, etc.
-

Slovenia: All three companies have said that the employees can express
their wishes of which trainings they would like to attend. Two companies
have annual interviews or they prepare surveys for the employees.
Employees are most interested in attending training of their own profession
(which are related to professional growth within the profession).

-

Hungary: Employees can propose a specific training according to their
interest, but this must be consistent with the company's activity. Employees
attended training in IT, training to obtain maturity, renewal of the eligibility
for work safety (OSH) or professional activity (e.g. responsible technical
manager).

Summary: Employees in all interviewed companies have the option of proposing
specific training they would like to attend. Mostly they are interested in trainings of
their own profession and also in IT, OSH, law, etc.
 Length of the training, which season, during the week or weekends, work
time or in the afternoon:
- Germany: Training can be a one day seminar or last more than three months.
It depends on the level of knowledge of the participants. They are usually
organised in the winter season, while one company has its focus on spring
and autumn; training is organised during the week in the morning.
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-

Slovenia: Training lasts for a day or more or they can also last all year
(especially language training). Usually they are organised in the winter, with
some also in spring or autumn. Mostly they are taking place during the week
but sometimes on Saturdays (for one company, each first Saturday in the
month is a working day).

-

Hungary: Mostly only a few days (1 – 4 days). Training take place in any
month of the year, except during the summer. Most of the training take
place during working hours.

Summary: Most of the training lasts from one day to more than three months,
depending on the training theme. Usually they take place in the off season (winter) and
during the week (working hours).
 Place of training:
- Germany: Two respondents said that the training takes place at ABZ Kerpen
and one company has its training by the German Demolition Association.
-

Slovenia: Training takes place in the company premises (conference rooms),
but mostly they take place on the construction site.

-

Hungary: Training usually takes place in meeting rooms and the practical
presentations in the workshops.

Summary: Training takes place in company premises or training centres but also on
construction sites if required.
 Costs of training / co-financing of some percentage of costs by the
employees / financial support for the training:
- Germany: The cost of one training for one employee on average ranges
from free to 3,000 EUR. For the year 2017 and 2018 only one company has
planned resources for training in their budget, the other two companies
have no budget for training. Two respondents answered that the employees
have to co-finance their training and one company pays the training for the
employees. Two companies also do not receive any financial support for the
training and one company said that the German Demolition Association
reimburses a part of the training costs for its members.
-

Slovenia: For one employee the average cost is from 100 EUR to 300 EUR.
For the year 2017 and 2018, the budget for the company annual training
ranges from 39,000 EUR to 60,000 EUR. In Slovenia, employees do not have
to co-finance their training, only one company has said that sometimes, in
case of individual arrangements, the company pays for the tuition and the
employee pays for his transport, etc. None of the three companies receive
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any financial support and they have no interest in acquisition, because there
is too much “paper work”.
-

Hungary: Approximately 300 - 4,000 EUR per worker on annual basis is
reserved for employees` training. For the next years’ training, the companies
are planning 0.05 to 0.1% of the revenue. Employees usually do not have to
co-finance their training. In most cases, companies do not get any support
for training purposes.

Summary: Costs of the training vary from one construction company to another and
the number depends on the budget planned for the training. In Slovenia and Hungary,
employees do not have to co-finance their training. However, employees in two
German construction companies have to co-finance their training. Construction
companies do not receive any financial support for their employee training.
 Percentage of the employees involved in the trainings on annual basis
(2016, 2017, 2018 – plan):
- Germany: The percentages varies between the companies from 1% to 30%.
-

Slovenia: In one company they are expecting 110-150 of employees will be
involved in the training. Another company assumes that the percentage of
employees involved in the training will grow, because they are implementing
a new informational system. The third company foresees about 75% of
employees involved in the annual training.

-

Hungary: Participation in occupational safety (OSH) training is 100%
because it is compulsory for the workers. In other training, the participation
was approximately 30% in 2016 and 30-40% in 2017. In 2018, the range will
be more than previous years, if any tender support will be available.

Summary: Percentage of the employees involved in the training varies between the
companies, but the number of employees involved in training will increase in year
2018.
 Next year’s (2018) topic for training:
- Germany: Companies have said that the training topics will cover
technology, law, business management, IT, personality and leadership,
correct behaviour on asbestos buildings sites and correct handle with
asbestos. Only one company has not yet set the topic for the next year’s
training.
-

Slovenia: Two companies have yet not thought about next year’s training
topics or they will have the training that they do almost every year on safety
and health (OSH), law, languages. The third company will have training on
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their new informational system and they said it depends on the market
needs.
-

Hungary: The companies have not thought about the next years training yet,
but they had begun to assess their needs. Predictably, the themes will be
mostly IT, and language training.

Summary: Most of the companies have not yet thought of next year’s training topics.
Those who have will have training in technology, law, management, IT, OSH, languages.

 Interest in participating in Skillco trainings of 4 skills:
- Germany: All three companies are interested.
-

Slovenia: All three companies are interested in Skillco trainings; one
company is especially interested in numeracy.

-

Hungary: Yes, primarily cost accounting and "green" knowledge and skills.

Summary: All companies that were interviewed are interested in participating in Skillco
training.
7.3.5 SKILLS IN THE CONSTRUCTION SECTOR
 Knowledge that the employees on the operator level have not acquired
sufficiently:
- Germany: One respondent said that their employees are well trained, other
two responded that they would need some more skills in IT, law and
surveying in civil engineering.
-

Slovenia: First company responded that the employees lack practical
knowledge. The second one said that employees have not gained enough
skills in the 4 skill fields that Skillco project has identified and the third
company said the employees have not acquired enough skills in work
organisation and safety at work (OSH)…” Abroad safety is always first, the
consequences are material as well as criminal, the consequences are serious
... There is too little done here, and every worker is also responsible when
moving on the construction site, he must be smart…”

-

Hungary: The biggest problem is the understanding of the project
documentation and the deficiencies in plan reading, as well as the deficiency
of space vision. Additional major problem is the lack of organisational skills
due to the build-up of the workflow and the lack of proper contact with the
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professionals, as well as teamwork. Understanding the responsibility for
occupational safety is also a great problem.
Summary: Almost all of the construction companies representatives agree that there
are skills which workers on the operator level have not acquired enough of (the
exception is one German company where they think their employees are well trained).
Workers lack in skills in IT, law, OSH, literacy, communication, etc.
 Which qualifications do the companies find the most important for the
employees on the operator level:
- Germany: Qualifications that are the most important are OSH (especially
correct handling with asbestos), IT and safe handling of surveying
equipment.
-

Slovenia: Qualifications that are the most important are the technical ones,
accuracy in calculations, remaining within the cost framework. HRM
representative of one company said: “Construction is not a profession that
you learn fully in school, this is just one part, the other is work experience,
resourcefulness, lifelong learning. In the construction industry, each product
is unique ... every house is different, each bridge is different, each
excavation is different…”

-

Hungary: Literacy and OSH.

Summary: In Germany and Hungary representatives that were interviewed have said
that OSH is the most important qualification for the worker on the operator level. In
Slovenia they see technical skills, such as calculations as the most important
qualifications.
 Transfer of knowledge inside the company:
- Germany: Transfer of knowledge takes place through face-to-face trainings
/ communication.
-

Slovenia: Transfer of knowledge inside the company goes from older
workers to younger ones and vice versa. Young employees often pass on the
knowledge of the new technology; older employees on the other hand pass
on the knowledge of their work experience.

-

Hungary: Transfer of knowledge goes in both ways, from older workers to
younger and vice versa, but it’s mostly the older workers who do this.

Summary: Transfer of knowledge from older workers to younger ones and vice versa is
present in all construction companies interviewed.
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 Passing on the knowledge of valuable vanishing skills / which are the
valuable vanishing skills:
- Germany: One company response was: “I cannot really point out vanishing
skills, because all these skills were really dangerous and not good for health
(i.e. working with the wrecker’s ball or sledgehammer). The other two
companies have said that valuable vanishing skills would be to know the
overall view, interpersonal relations and a course for vaults, because a new
vault is hardly being built.
-

Slovenia: Respondents said that there are no specific valuable vanishing
skills or that they have not disappeared but they have upgraded. The other
response was that the valuable vanishing skills are being transferred, but the
skills have been lost on the operator level of employees. Over the years, the
number of older workers is decreasing and the generation gap is emerging.

-

Hungary: Older employees primarily hand over the workflows within the
company.

Summary: Valuable vanishing skills are perceived differently between the construction
companies. In Germany, they see them as dangerous or as a course for vaults. In
Slovenia, they think that they have not disappeared but upgraded. In Hungary and in
Slovenia there is a perception that the older workers pass on the knowledge, although
there is an emerging generation gap because the number of older workers is
decreasing.
 Skills that were used in the past and are not developed by the workers
today or needed in general:
- Germany: One company has pointed out numeracy as the missing skill; the
other two companies said that they would need specialists with overall view
(good soft skills and skills in technical management).
-

Slovenia: There is nothing to point out, the processes are changing, we
cannot do counting on mind, and we cannot do nothing without our smart
devices. One company feels like that the construction is a very traditional
industry, but digitalisation brings many changes.

-

Hungary: E.g. building adobe brick walls, utilisation of reed for roofing and
insulation. Work with natural stones and using them for different purposes,
e.g. masonry, ceilings, covering, fencing, etc.
Usage of solid burnt clay bricks for constructing structural walls, ceilings,
vaults, bridging and for multi-layer masonry. Construction chimneys and
aerators from small bricks.
On site prefabrication of artificial stone constructions and coverings.
Manufacture and installation of wrought iron structures, balconies and
staircase rails.
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Construction and renovation of wooden roofs.
Summary: Some see numeracy as a missing skill, there are not a lot of specialists with
overall view, working with stone, wood, etc.
 Skills not acquired in the field of sustainable construction:
- Germany: Two out of three respondents have said that green skills are the
skills that employees have not acquired enough in the field of sustainable
construction and one company said that the employees have enough
knowledge.
-

Slovenia: Two companies have said that it is hard to assess, they are trying
to use green material. One company is doing energy rehabilitation, but they
do not have the skilled contractors, they hire them. They have done a lot in
the field of recycling, not just because it is good for the environment but
because it also brings money.

-

Hungary: IT competencies, new technologies and building materials.
Description and application of technologies that damages the least the
natural environment. Expansion the knowledge of recycling waste. The best
utilisation of green energy (solar energy and ground-heat). Knowledge and
application of passive house quality technology.

Summary: All companies except for one in Germany agree that green skills are not
acquired enough by workers and there is a need for it.
 Skills in the 4 skill fields Skillco project has identified:
- Germany: Two companies see the need for further development of 4 skill
fields the Skillco project has identified and one company response was that
“the workers have knowledge, of course, but only the foreman has deeper
competences”.
-

Slovenia: All three companies agree that there is always a need for more
knowledge, especially in numeracy, literacy.

-

Hungary: Most of the employees only have some of the listed professional
knowledge; therefore, regular trainings would be necessary. Problem areas
are: reading and understanding project documentation, assessing
construction time and material needs.

Summary: All companies see the need for further development of skills that Skillco
project has identified, especially in numeracy and literacy.
 Training material to use in the Skillco project:
- Germany: Just one company has the training material.
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-

Slovenia: One company has the training material related to dealing with
asbestos, one company will check and the third one has some of the material
but they see it as a competitive advantage so they would not share it with
the Skillco project.

-

Hungary: Companies do not have such training material.

Summary: Training materials are mostly not accessible to use in Skillco project.

7.4 INTERVIEW CONCLUSIONS
In all three project partners’ countries, the construction companies are aware of the
importance of training their employees. Every year they prepare training plans for their
employees, except for one German construction company who does not do so. There is
also one specific in Hungary where larger companies prepare training plans and the
smaller ones integrate them into their business plans. Training that the companies
prepare are internal and external and almost all have an internal unit which is
responsible for organising the company training (only in Germany, there is just one
company who has an internal unit). Employees can also propose which training courses
they would like to attend. The share of workers who are attending company training is
quite high and in most cases, the share of workers taking part in training in the next
year (2018) will increase further. Workers in Slovenian and Hungarian construction
companies that were interviewed do not have to co-finance their training, while in
German interviewed 2 companies employees have to co-finance it, and in one company
they pay the costs. Financial support in the interviewed construction companies is not
present, only in one German company a part of the costs for the trainings is
reimbursed. Construction companies claim there is too much paper work needed if
they want to get financial support and in most cases they prefer to finance the training
by themselves.
Workers are most likely to attend training courses related to their work, and that is the
goal of the construction companies. They want to have a workforce that is capable of
doing their work tasks efficiently. Besides that, all construction companies that were
interviewed have in common training in IT and work safety and health. Although there
are already training and training material in IT and work safety and health there is still a
big skill gap in those fields. Workers are not properly trained and do not pay enough
attention to their own health and being safe in their work environment. The Skillco
project aims to fill in the gaps in those skills by developing learning units and training,
not just for the workers but also for students.
The responses to the missing skills of employees in the construction sector were
different. HRM representatives that were interviewed have pointed out that the
workers on the EQF level 4 have not acquired enough knowledge in basic skills such as
numeracy and literacy. There is also a need for bigger awareness of importance of OSH.
Some have also mentioned the lack of organisational skills and communication
between different professionals.
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Construction companies’ representatives have said that the most important
qualifications for the workers on the EQF level 4 are occupational safety and health,
literacy, IT and numeracy, and that are all the skills gap fields we will be addressing in
the Skillco project. The transfer of knowledge is present in construction companies and
it goes both ways, from older workers to younger and vice versa. Older workers usually
pass on the knowledge of craft and the younger workers pass on the knowledge in new
technologies, such as IT.
Valuable vanishing skills every construction company representative describes
differently. Some see them as numeracy, building adobe brick walls, utilisation of reed
for roofing and insulation, work with natural stones and using them for different
purposes, construction and renovation of wooden roofs. However, the representatives
agree that skills in the field of sustainable construction are those who are still not
acquired enough by the workers on the EQF level 4. In the project Skillco previous desk
and field research, we have found out that green skills (sustainable construction) are
very important and they will become much more needed in the future.
The most disappointing omission during the interview activities was that no craft
company was involved. Those kind of companies could better identify vanishing
valuable sectoral skills in the construction sector and could give us the craft view on
the training policy and skills development/attaining.

7.5 FINAL RESULTS OF THE FOCUSED INTERVIEW
ACTIVITIES
With focused interview activities, we wanted to find out about the construction
companies’ training and how they perceive the skill gaps in the construction sector.
One very important part of the interview was to find out which are the valuable
vanishing skills that construction companies would point out. Through the interviews
we did not get a clear overview which valuable vanishing skills we should address (too
many different aspects / views) so project partners have decided with the help of
different organisations (craft related) that we should address valuable vanishing skills
in the field of green skills.
On the 3rd PPs meeting 9.10.-10.10.2017 first report findings were presented to project
consortia. It was agreed that project partners responsible for production of supporting
learning material should organise production activities in the field of valuable
vanishing skills. Three video clips related to green skills – sustainable construction,
craft and regional building tradition will be prepared and archived and integrated into
the Skillco app. The video clips will present good practices of selected vanishing
valuable skill.
In Slovenia, video clips will present a wooden hayrack (“Kozolec”). The hayrack can be
found throughout Slovenia except in the Prekmurje region, eastern Styria and
the Slovenian Littoral. About 80% of all hayracks can be found in Slovenia. Similar
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structures can also be found in Friuliin Italy and in the East Tyrol region of Austria.
In German, it is called Harpfe or Köse.
Before the final decision on valuable vanishing skills, Slovenian project partners have
consulted with Chamber of Craft and Small Business of Slovenia.
In Germany, video clips will present building wooden walls structure
(“Ständerwerkbauweise”). Timber framing and "post-and-beam" construction are
traditional methods of building with heavy timbers, creating structures using squaredoff and carefully fitted and joined timbers with joints secured by large wooden pegs. It
is commonplace in wooden buildings from the 19th century and earlier. Germany has
several styles of timber framing, but probably the greatest number of half-timbered
buildings in the world are to be found in Germany and in Alsace (France).
German project partners have discussed and presented the valuable vanishing skills to
more than 12 member companies dealing with wooden construction.
Hungarian project partners will produce a video clip presenting thatched roof
(»nádtető«). In rural Hungary, thatching was the prevalent method for constructing
roofs for homes and farm buildings. Bundle of reeds are fastened together and a
needle laced with wire is pushed from inside the building to the outside. Thatched
roofs are very easy to repair and resistant to wind and rain.
Project partners from Hungary have discussed the valuable vanishing skills with
construction companies and professionals from this field.
The final results of the output 2.3 will be used by WP3 project leader and participants
in the WP3 activities as also in WP4 pilot training.
The material for the output no. 2.3 Companies interviews was gathered by WP2 leader.
Project partners that were involved in performing interviews and contributed
interview analysis templates were: IRSVET (WP2 leader), BFW NRW (WP4) and EVOSZ
(WP8).
There are 3 voice clips to support and prove this project activities. All voice files and
interview transcripts are archived by WP2 LP - IRSVET.
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8. FINAL DESK AND FIELD RESEARCH CONCLUSIONS
By performing desk research, we have explored what is already known about
construction sector in Europe and in participating project partner countries. The
construction sector overall is recovering. It is oriented towards new technologies,
being innovative and sustainable. By performing different activities it tries to attract
more young people. VET systems across Europe must adapt to the rapidly changing
construction sector. In about half of the European countries they also have campaign
to attract not only young people but also adults. In many European countries they
organise skills competitions. In Slovenia for example each year there is an event called
Gradbeniada, where students of VET construction schools compete in different fields
of construction works. Young people enrolled in VET will have to gain appropriate
skills, so that they will be able to meet the market needs. Adults on the other hand will
have to upgrade their skills and they can do that through continuing vocational
education and training (CVET).
Our field research involved performing questionnaires for employees and former
students of VET construction schools, focus group meetings and focused interviews.
By using all of these tools of field research we wanted to identify skills that are missing
on the EQF level 4 in project partner countries. Already through desk research we
found out that there are skill gaps in basic skills such as literacy and numeracy. Workers
on the EQF level 4 are oftenly not properly qualified. Not only workers but also
students, who enter the labour marker don’t have proper skills, because in some cases,
if we talk about numeracy, they do not even have a special course in numeracy in VET
schools. So when they leave school and they get a job, an employer has to train them,
or they learn through work experience. Literacy, a basic skill, which is commonly used
in construction sector is, as we have found out in our research, a major gap in all of the
project partner countries and also across Europe. It seems that the workers on the EQF
level 4 are not properly qualified to read construction project documentation, plans,
etc.
Besides identifying numeracy and literacy as skill gaps, through field research we have
identified a skills gap in occupational safety and health (OSH). This is despite the fact
that OSH is a topic of which we talk about often, especially in construction sector,
where workers are most likely in danger of getting work related illnesses and also
accidents. As we have discussed OSH in questionnaires, focus group meetings and
interviews we found out that there is still much to be done in this field. We need to
raise an awareness not only of employers but also and especially of employees. It is
often that the employees do not pay attention to their own health untill something
happens to them. The Skillco project will address this by not only training the workers
but we will start also by training students, so they will enter the labour market with
proper knowledge.
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Green skills are also among our identified skills gaps. Green construction has been
present for many years, but it is getting increasingly more important as we are more
aware of the environment. Eco friendly materials are being developed and
implemented, reducing waste material, recycling, etc., all of these measures are the
common objective of green construction to reduce the impact of the built environment
on natural environment and human health. Construction workers therefore need to be
equiped with the right knowledge and skills of the emerging new technologies and
materials.
In the project Skillco we have identified 4 fields of skill gaps: numeracy, literacy, green
skills and OSH. For developing learning units and learning material we needed to be
more specific. Through our field research we have identified the following skill gaps
within above mentioned skill gap fields:
1. Green skills in building: reuse of industrial / construction waste material,
recycling with the safe use of potentially harmfull materials
2. Occupational safety and health: measures for prevention of
musculoskeletal disorders and basics of ergonomics
3. Literacy: understanding of construction schedule and sequence of
construction works and reading / understanding of project
documentation, preparing time plans with the use of ICT on construction
site / use of ICT technology for construction works
4. Numeracy: cost calculation, expenditure forecasts in construction for
group of work or small objects
The Skillco project will address the identified 4 skills gaps by developing learning units
and learning material for students and workers on the EQF level 4.
Besides identifying these 4 skills gaps we have also addressed valuable sectoral
vanishing skills. By performing focused interviews our aim was to get input from the
company representatives how they perceive the valuable vanishing skills. Responses
were very different, that is why we have also turned to other representatives of craft
related companies and chambers. Common to all of the project partner countries were
valuable vanishing skills in the field of green skills. Germany and Slovenia identified
wooden construction as valuable vanishing skill, and in Hungary, because of their
natural environment and tradition, thatched construction.
Valuable sectoral vanishing skills, as other identified skills gaps, will be presented
through video clips and photographs in the Skillco mobile application. In Slovenia, a
wooden hayrack (“Kozolec”) will be presented, in Germany, video clips will present
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building wooden walls structure (“Ständerwerkbauweise”) and in Hungary they will
produce a video clip presenting thatched roof (»nádtető«).
As mentioned above, 4 identified skill gaps will also be presented in a form of video
clips and photographs. They will present a general overview of the skill gap field
(numeracy, literacy, OSH and green skills) and also specific skills gaps within skills gap
fields with positive and negative examples.
All of the documents that were produced in WP2 are in line with our national
(Slovenian) and European Quality Assurance Framework of the European Union
(EQAVET) indicators. EQAVET is the quality assurance tool / an approach to quality
assurance or a reference framework used in vocational and educational training in EU
Member States. In every Member state they have a Quality Assurance National
Reference Points (NRP), which plays an important role in supporting implementation
of the EQAVET reference framework.23
There are altogether ten EQAVET indicators, but in Slovenia we have confirmed one
additional one in april 2017.
One of the first EU Member States to align its existing VET quality assurance systems
with the common European EQAVET was Hungary. An integrated approach to quality
management comprising all types of VET – the Common Quality Management
Framework for VET (CQMF, Hungarian name and abbreviation Egységes Szakképzési
Minoségirányítási Keretrendszer, ESZMK) – was developed and piloted.24
In Germany, VET is based on cooperation between State, private sector and social
partners. QA in Germany is characterised by a wide range of stakeholders at a
multitude of decision-making levels. There is no national quality assurance institution
for VET in Germany and also no national strategy regarding QA in VET. The Länder
form the legal basis for school-based VET and are in charge for vocational schools and
therefore also responsible for QA. Despite the fact that Germany does not have a clear
strategy on QA they have the NRP, DEQA-VET, which is hosted by the Federal Institute
for Vocational Education and Training (BIBB).25
In Slovenia, a national reference point is the Institute of the Republic of Slovenia for
Vocational Education and Training. A national framework for quality assurance in
Slovenia is being implemented in all areas and all levels of education.26 In addition to
the European indicators, in 2007 the Expert Council of the Republic of Slovenia for
Vocational Education defined seven quality indicators which should be regularly

23

https://www.eqavet.eu/EU-Quality-Assurance
https://www.eqavet.eu/what-we-do/implementing-the-framework/hungary
25
https://www.eqavet.eu/Eqavet2017/media/Documents/2-DE_final_may-2016_updating-info-onthe-EQAVET-website.pdf
26
https://www.eqavet.eu/Eqavet2017/media/NRPs-study-2017/STUDY-analysis-EQAVET-NRPsproject-call-Erasmus-grant-2016.pdf
24
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monitored in VET. The national VET indicators were developed before the EQAVET
indicators, but the two largely overlap27.
With the outputs developed in WP2 we have contributed to providing the EQAVET
indicator no. 9 Mechanisms to identify training needs.
By following EQAVET indicator no. 9 we have used different mechanisms to provide
stakeholders with the most recent information on the future needs of the labour
market. We also got feedback from employers, students and external stakeholders so
the trainings and programmes will meet the emerging needs of employers.

EQAVET Quality Cycle (Source: www.eqavet.eu)
Also other WPs will with their activities and outputs provide EQAVET indicators.

27

https://www.eqavet.eu/Eqavet2017/media/Documents/2-SI_-final_Template-for-updating-infoon-the-EQAVET-website.pdf
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9. SUMMARY AND SKILLS SELECTION
»Construction is continuously changing. It is important to keep on top of the latest
challenges and potential solutions to ensure the industry's value chain can meet the
demands of the future« (2017 Construction Conference: Let's build changes).
Since the economic crisis, the European construction market has shown a trend of
steady growth. The future of European construction market looks bright and that is
also because of the measures such as the Construction 2020 Action Plan and ecoinnovation policy.
Promoting green energy and smart infrastructure are one of the major goals in Europe.
Investments in new technology and innovation are key factors in the policy aims. The
construction sector has a big role in the context of sustainability, which is addressed in
the Circular Economy Action Plan and Energy union package. Working together with
industry, the European Commission has developed several tools in this area (e.g. the
assessment framework for the environmental performance of buildings, the
construction and demolition waste management protocol, and the Green Public
Procurement criteria for construction projects) and is now testing them.28
Another trend that was identified is digital construction. The construction and oil
industries are the least digitised branches. By accepting digital building designs,
Europe could save at least 120 billion29 Euros. Larger European construction companies
have already defined their vision around digitalisation, especially now that the market
is recovering after the crisis. They are making investments in new technologies. It is
crucial that the construction sector embraces digitalisation and innovation so the
construction processes will be more efficient. Project Skillco has also identified
digitalisation as a very important part of the construction sector. In the next phases of
the project, in the WP3, learning units will be developed and two of them will be linked
with BIM – literacy with BIM 4D and numeracy with BIM 5D.
Because of the emerging new technologies, over 3 million construction workers will
need to increase their skills in the building sector in relation to energy efficiency and
renewable energy by 2020. This and other outcomes showing the importance of
developing a qualified workforce are gathered in the latest EU BUILD UP Skills report.
(EASME: www.ec.europa.eu/easme/). Appropriate skills are vital for the future of the
construction sector.
A new publication by Cedefop, released in 2018, analyses Cedefop’s European skills
and jobs survey (a new data set covering about 49 000 EU-28 adult employees).
28

http://ec.europa.eu/growth/content/2017-construction-conference-lets-build-changes_en
https://gradbenistvo.finance.si/8857629/Vsaj-120-milijard-evrov-bi-lahko-v-Evropi-prihranili-zdigitalnim-nacrtovanjemstavb?cctest&src=XNASLZAD&utm_content=link_5&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=gradbenis
tvo&utm_source=02062017&f_tid=51ae826212a5ba03e504c4aabe65f408
29
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Compiling different data insights, the report highlights that skill mismatch is a
complex, multidimensional and dynamic phenomenon. It calls on policy-makers to
adopt a different mindset for tackling skill mismatch, focused on sustainable
activation, continuous learning, job-task reengineering and promotion of higher-end
product market/managerial practices. (Cedefop: Insights into skill shortages and skill
mismatch, 2018)
The construction sector should work with education and training providers so they can
respond appropriately to the growing demand for skills. Project Skillco combines both
the construction sector and education providers and it aims at developing learning
units, that will try to meet changing standards.
In the project Skillco, we have focused on the hard skills. We have also identified,
through questionnaires for employers, as also for former student of construction VET
programmes and from the participants of the focus group meetings, the importance of
soft skills – social skills. Social skills are very important for workers on the EQF level 4
as also for employers, especially communication between different profile workers on
the construction site and sometimes even the language barrier.
All of the activities that were performed during the WP2 led to defining 4 skill gaps
common to all of the project partner countries. These 4 skill gaps in numeracy, literacy,
OSH and green skills are the most significant and were also recognised in different
data and information sources. More than 300 participants in the WP2 activities,
different profile of people (organisations, chambers of commerce, companies, etc.)
have helped us identify and define skills workers on the EQF level 4 have not gained
sufficiently.
The selected four skills gaps will make a foundation for development of learning units
and also pilot training and mobile application development in all of the participating
project partner countries.
By working more closely together, the construction sector and education and training
providers in the region can respond appropriately to the growing demand for skills in
the sector. This will involve a mix of responses, including amending courses to suit
workforce development, developing some new courses and evolving existing courses
to meet changing standards.
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Appendix A: Questionnaire for former students of
construction VET program mes
Dear Sirs!
As a graduate of a construction school please take a few minutes to answer to our
questions and give us your suggestions so we will be able to update the programme
content in the construction field.
___________________________________________________________( name of the school)
is involved in the European project Skillco, led by the Chamber of Commerce and
Industry of Slovenia and is implemented in four EU countries, Belgium, Germany,
Hungary and Slovenia.
By participating in the project we want to define the missing knowledge and skills,
follow the development and the new requirements of the knowledge in the
construction field, refresh the teaching content and offer employees in the
construction sector the opportunity to acquire new skills and thus remain competitive
in the labour market.
Above all, we are interested in understanding which skills you have not gained within
secondary education but would be necessary for your work.
Even if you have never worked in the construction sector, please complete the first
part of the questionnaire (A. general information about graduate) and return the
survey. The data will serve us for the information about the employment of our
students and graduates.
More about the European project Skillco, addressing gaps in skills can be found at:
www.skillco.eu
A. GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT GRADUATE
Year of completion of secondary education
and the title of the programme (ie. level of
education)

_____________________________________

Continued study
(if the answer is "yes", please specify a
study programme)

______________________________________
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Employed in (name of the company,
institution, municipality ...)

_______________________________________

B. QUESTIONNAIRE
1. What knowledge and skills in relation with the managing of techniques and
technologies in secondary education have you not gained and you think would be
necessary for your work?

I
have
not 
gained
the
following skills 


2. With the development of techniques and technologies in the future, we can expect
significant changes in construction related professions.
Within the project, we will prepare the contents of the necessary skills needed, in
relation to these changes, with the help of your answers and suggestions. Which
new skills would you suggest?

I suggest





3. Have you, in the course of your employment, attended any training at the request of
the company or on your own desire? If you have, please specify in which field you
have been training and what was the reason for it (e.g. the progress of techniques,
conversion of the companies in niche specialising work, improving skills for a
particular type of work, replacement of the work material, the cross-border provision
of services ... etc.).
NO:
YES:







FIELD:
REASON:
FIELD:
REASON:
FIELD:
REASON:
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Thank you for your time and cooperation.

Appendix B: Skill gaps identification survey sent via e -mail
1= NOT IMPORTANT
2= LESS IMPORTANT
3= VERY IMPORTANT

GREEN SKILLS IN BUILDING (GREEN BUILDINGS)

1

2

3

1

2

3

operator level actions to maximise resource efficiency
(e.g. reducing waste in production, separate collection,
reuse and recovery / recycling and proper disposal)
life cycle assessment/costing (new v restoration and
reuse)
environmental legislation – interpret and act accordingly
green ecological products and or practices
use of new, innovative and advanced construction
products and building materials
building renovation skills (replacing of facades,
windows, roofing…)
Other: Interaction/coordination with the various actors
on a worksite
ICT

BIM for operator level occupations (building information
modelling): tablet use training on the construction site
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databases and IT support tools for bills of quantities and
preparation of offers for tenders
intelligent installations and its implementation (smart
houses installations)
Using new available IT tools in construction (apps,
special IT programmes such as………………………)
Other: …………………….

LITERACY

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

reading project documentation (designs, sketches signs,
…)
Understanding of construction schedule and sequence
of construction works
Other:……….

NUMERACY

cost calculations, time-plan and expenditure forecasts in
construction for group of work or small objects
Other:………….

HEALTH AND SAFETY

3

Safe use of potentially harmful materials (asbestos,
respirable crystalinne silica …)
Training about measures, activities and proper body
posture for prevention of health disorders
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(muscosceletal disorders, …, being aware of the health
risks posed by occupational field)
Other: ……….

SOCIAL SKILLS

1

2

3

Being aware of how we communicate with others, how
methods of communication can be improved to make
the way we communicate more efficient and effective
Other: How to behave at a customers home/building site
regarding kindness and cleanliness
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Appendix C: Skill gaps identification surevy – online
Online survey was published on: https://www.1ka.si/a/119292
German and Hungarian project partners have translated the survey into their national
language and published them online.
Dear Sirs and Madams,
As a part of the international project "Skillco - Skills sector alliances for transfer of
knowledge and skills of VET workforce in construction" we have prepared a survey
which aims to identify skills gaps in various areas of work in the construction sector.
The aim of the project is to identify and define the 4 most common skills gaps for
workers with secondary vocational education in construction, which are common to
all partner countries (Germany, Hungary, Belgium and Slovenia) and integrate them
into the curriculum of vocational secondary education. On this basis we will prepare
short programmes of staff training, to contribute to improving competitiveness
and facilitating the transition of employees of construction workers in the common
European labour market. We kindly ask you to take 5 minutes of your time and click
on the Next button to start filling in the survey, which will help us to identify and
detect missing skills of employees in the construction sector.
Participation in the survey is anonymous, but if you want to receive the newsletter
or to be informed about the progress of our project, we kindly invite you to trust us
with your e-mail address at the end of the survey. The survey will be active until
31.3.2017. You can find more about the project at the website www.skillco.eu.
Gender:
o Male
o Female
Age group:
o 20 years or under
o 21-40 years
o 41-60 years
o 61 years or over
Level of education:
o Primary education
o Lower secondary education
o General upper secondary education (gymnasium)
o Vocational education (upper secondary level)
o Post-secondary education, non-tertiary
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o Tertiary education (bachelors, masters and doctoral degrees)
Job title / field of work:
Country:
Please indicate how important you find the following skills (1: not important, 3: very
important):
1= NOT IMPORTANT
2= IMPORTANT
3= VERY
IMPORTANT
GREEN SKILLS IN BUILDING (GREEN BUILDINGS)

1

2

3

operator level actions to maximise resource efficiency
(e.g. reducing waste in production, separate collection,
reuse and recovery / recycling and proper disposal)
life cycle assessment/costing (new vs restoration and
reuse)
environmental legislation – interpret and act accordingly
green ecological products and or practices
use of new, innovative and advanced construction
products and building materials
building renovation skills (replacing of facades,
windows, roofing…)
Interaction/coordination with the various actors on a
worksite
Other:
ICT

1

2

3

BIM for operator level occupations (building information
modelling): tablet use training on the construction site
databases and IT support tools for bills of quantities and
preparation of offers for tenders
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intelligent installations and its implementation (smart
houses installations)
Using new available IT tools in construction (apps, special IT
programmes, etc.)
Can you name some of the special IT programmes would
you like to know or you are using:
_______________________________________________________
Other: …………………….

LITERACY

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

reading project documentation (designs, sketches signs,
…)
Understanding of construction schedule and sequence
of construction works
Other:……….

NUMERACY

cost calculations, time-plan and expenditure forecasts in
construction for group of work or small objects
Other:………….

HEALTH AND SAFETY

3

Safe use of potentially harmful materials (asbestos,
respirable crystalinne silica …)
Training about measures, activities and proper body
posture for prevention of health disorders
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(muscosceletal disorders, …, being aware of the health
risks posed by occupational field)
Other: ……….

SOCIAL SKILLS

1

2

3

Being aware of how we communicate with others, how
methods of communication can be improved to make
the way we communicate more efficient and effective
How to behave at a customers home/building site
regarding kindness and cleanliness
Other:

If you wish to receive news on the Skillco project, please provide your e-mail address:
_________________________________________________________________

You have finished the survey. Thank you!
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Appendix D: Focus group guidelines
FOCUS GROUP GUIDELINES
When preparing for focus group meetings you have to be careful to choose the
environment which is comfortable, circle seating and tape recorded. You have to
determine the members of the organising team, who will preapare and carry out the
focus group meetings. It is recommended that at least three people are involved in
focus group organising team.
When choosing focus group participants, they have to be carefully recruited, only 5-10
people per group, 6- 8 preferred, similar types of people. Contact potential
participants by phone or in person, send a written personalised invitation and phone
(or contact) each person the day before the focus group.
Please provide your interviewing strategy. Determine how many people you are
going to interview. Write down who those people are (e.g. their role and organisation).
Determine how you plan to address the issues regarding protecting the identity of
interview participants. In particular, we are conscious that some participants will quite
rightly only express critical opinions if they are confident that those opinions cannot be
traced back to them.
We very strongly recommend that focus groups and interviews are recorded. They
do not have to be transcribed, it is enough if you summarise the group answers.
You can do it in your own language but then translate it into english.
The recommended pattern for introducing the group discussion includes: (1) Welcome,
(2) Overview of the topic, (3) Ground rules and (4) First question. We recommend
that before you start the focus group you introduce the project Skillco– the aim of the
project. Before the focus group meeting you will also get back the filled out
questionnaire on skills gaps identification and you will analyse it. The skills gaps from
the questionnaire that will be given the importance more than 2.5 you will discuss
more in detail on the focus group.
In discussion, you have to use open-ended questions and avoid dichotomous questions.
You can ask additional questions when you feel they are needed, if you do, write them
down. In the end you might want to give an all things considered question (reflection
on the entire discussion), a summary question and a last final question (The moderator
reviews the purpose of the study).
Note taking is a primary responsibility of the assistant moderator. Anticipate that
others will use your field notes. Consistency and clarity are essential. Field notes
contain different types of information. It is essential that this information is easily
identified and organised. Your field notes will contain: Quotes (listen for notable
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quotes and place name or initials of speaker after the quotations); Key points and
themes for each question; Follow-up questions that could be asked; Big ideas,
hunches, or thoughts of the recorder; Other factors (make note of factors which
might aid analysis such as passionate comments, body language, or non-verbal activity);
Consider using a standardised recording form.
The analysis has to be systematic. Immediately after the focus group draw a diagram of
seating arrangement. Label and file field notes, tapes and other materials. Soon after
the focus group analyst listens to the tapes, reviews field notes and reads transcript if
available, prepares report of the individual focus group in a question-by-question
format with amplifying quotes. If you will get some interesting quotes, write them
down in the report (quotes regarding the project Skillco, VET system, etc.).
Finally, prepare the report: Attached, you can find a reporting template (excell file). In
focus groups, instead of a column for each participant, there is a main Response
column, and columns for other/conflicting responses. If all members of the focus group
are in agreement, it would be sufficient to use only the Response column. Other
columns are provided in case of additional responses, e.g. responses which conflict
with the main response or add nuance.
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Appendix E: Qualitative reporting template
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Moderator:
Moderator’s assistant:
Place:
Time:
Participants, representatives of 10 (at least)
companies vary in size in the construction): Name,
surname

Name of the company

Number of employees

Questions for the 1st focus group meeting

Note: If all members of the focus group are in agreement, it is sufficient to use only the Response column. However, other columns are provided in case of additional responses, e.g. responses which conflict with the m
NATIONAL REPORT
TOPIC GUIDE
Response
Other responses (e.g.
Other responses 2
conflicting opinions)
Section
Question number
Question
1.1.
1.2.
1.3.
Green skills in building (green buildings)
1.4.
1.5.
1.6.
2.1.
2.2.
ICT
2.3.
2.4.
3.1.
Literacy
3.2.
Numeracy
4.1.
5.1.
Health and Safety
5.2.
6.1.
Social skills
6.2.
CONCLUSION
Skills defined in the 1st focus group discussion

Remarks

Identified skills for the 2nd focus group discussion

Appendix F: Supporting learning material guidelines
Supporting learning material (videos and photos) guidelines
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In the WP2 new output nr. 2.5 - Supporting learning material was proposed in the
amendment request for EACEA. Output derived from out no. 2.3, since this structure is
more logical and clear. The main result of this new output will be the production of 15
videos and 60 photos. Even if we haven’t submitted the amendment request, we would
still have to realise the results of the specific number of videos and photos.
Every country has selected skills gaps for which they possess expert knowledge, best
practices experiences and development interest, for more focused project work in
WP2 (short videos and photos) and WP3 (learning unit).
-

Hungary has chosen development of LITERACY SKILLS- Understanding of
construction schedule and sequence of construction works and reading /
understanding of project documentation, preparing time plans with the use of
ICT on construction site / use of ICT technology for construction works

-

Germany has chosen development of GREEN SKILLS - reuse of industrial /
construction waste material, recycling with the safe use of potentially harmfull
materials

-

Slovenia has chosen development of 2 SKILL GAPS:
o OSH - Measures for prevention of musculoskeletal disorders and basics
of ergonomics
o NUMERACY - cost calculation, expenditure forecasts in construction for
group of work or small objects

External services and costs, which will occur for production activities (video clips
and photo shooting), will be shared between PPs from the same country. PPs can
also make a different agreement on taking over external costs for realisation of
out nr.2.5!
______________________________________________________________________________
Total number of video clips: 16
1. 1 Introduction to Skill Gaps research Skillco
2. 4 on identified skill gap field: literacy, numeracy, OSH and green skills.
3. 8 on identified skill gaps (1 skill gap = 1 video clip of good practice + 1 video clip
of bad practice).
4. 3 video clips on valuable vanishing skills.

Total number of photos: 60

1. 1 Introduction to Skill Gaps research Skillco

Video clip length: minimal 2 minutes
Topic: General introduction video clip on skill gap research in project Skillco.
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2. 4 videos of skill gap fields

Video clip length: minimal 2 minutes
Topic: general and wider skills gaps found in selected skill gaps field. Video clip should
present current status of the skill gap in the construction sector, different identified
practices, their impact on the construction sector. All presented should be supported
with an expert explanation from the construction sector (hired expert).
In cooperation, all 3 project partner countries will provide material for production of 4
video clips on 4 skill gap fields that we have identified: literacy, numeracy, occupational
safety and health and green skills. Video clips have to be at least 2 minutes long (or
longer) and have to have an expert explanation.
These 4 focused sectoral videos will be short presentations of the specific skill gap
field. The partner organisation (VET school, due to their expertise in teaching) in each
country is responsible for:
-

Scenarios of video clips
Production of video clips

Other PPs can contribute to the production of video clips with accessible and useful
materials. Responsible PP for development of one of identified skills gap will
coordinate which material, documents, which scene, practices and already available
produced and appropriate videos related to the topic etc. will be needed for
production of clips on a selected skills gap field. Final production of video clips is the
sole responsibility of PP taking over development of specific chosen skills gap.
Inclusion of other EU related topics (experiences, good practices, sectoral problems
…), documents and material is allowed and welcomed and could be integrated in final
video clip content.
Skill gap field

Country in charge of
scenario / gathering the
material

Literacy

Hungary

Green skills

Germany

OSH

Slovenia

Numeracy

Slovenia

Total

4

3. 8 videos of skill gaps (good and bad practices)

Video clip length: minimal 2 minutes
Topic: good and bad practices of identified 4 skill gaps
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Every project partner country will organise production of 2 video clips about their
chosen skills gap and that is one of a good and one of the bad practice supported with
expert explanation (provided by external expert on that skill gap).
Skill gap

Video clips

Germany

reuse of industrial / construction waste material,
recyling with the safe use of potentially harmfull
materials

1 video clip of good
practice + 1 video clip of
bad practice

Hungary

Understanding of construction schedule and
sequence of construction works and reading /
understanding of project documentation,
preaparing time plans with the use of ICT on
construction site / use of ICT technology for
construction works

1 video clip of good
practice + 1 video clip of
bad practice

Measures for prevention of musculoskeletal
disorders and basics of ergonomics

1 video clip of good
practice + 1 video clip of
bad practice

cost calculation, expenditure forecasts in
construction for group of work or small objects

1 video clip of good
practice + 1 video clip of
bad practice

Slovenia

8 video clips

Total

Video clips of bad practice:
-

Causes
Consequences/Results
Their impact
Expert explanation

Video clips of good practice:
-

(Best) Performance
Their impact
Expert explanation

4. 3 video clips of valuable vanishing skills

Video clip length: minimal 2 minutes
Topic: vanishing valuable skills in the field of green skills with expert explanation
Each project partner country will make 1 video clip on valuable vanishing skills covering
regional / national sectoral skills and its performance specifics (how to do it, what to be
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careful about, etc.). Video clip has to cover valuable vanishing skills in the field of green
skills and have an expert explanation.
Germany

1 video clip

Hungary

1 video clip

Slovenia

1 video clip

Total

3 video clips

Vanishing skills gap will be chosen one for all project countries (skills should be also in
correlation with green skills), but videorecording will be performed in all 3 project
countries, so we can address regional specifics, archive them and present (offer for
free!) them via app for different end user.
After performance of 10 focuse interviews with HRM representatives we have
identified 3 valuable vanishing skills:
-

In Slovenia: Building Wooden Hayracks (Gradnja lesenih kozolcev)
In Germany: Building a timber-framed wall (Bau einer Holzkonstruktion in
Ständerwerkbauweise)

-

In Hungary: Thatched roof construction (Nádtetőépítés)

5. 60 photos

Each project partner country will make 15 photos per each selected skill gap. Photos
will be presenting different topics on selected skill gaps (processes, products and
results related to selected skill gaps).
Skill gap

Photos

Germany reuse of industrial / construction waste material,
recyling with the safe use of potentially harmfull
materials

15

Hungary

Understanding of construction schedule and
sequence of construction works and reading /
understanding of project documentation,
preaparing time plans with the use of ICT on
construction site / use of ICT technology for
construction works

15

Measures for prevention of musculoskeletal
disorders and basics of ergonomics

15

cost calculation, expenditure forecasts in
construction for group of work or small objects

15

Slovenia
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60 photos

Total

Video clips and photos can be shot/produced on:
-

Terrain
Lab
VET workshop
Other appropriate locations

For production of video clips, you can also get ideas for scenarios or collect good ideas,
from possible events and lectures with related topics, in the following months. Maybe
even (if there will be an interesting topic) get approval for filming.

Language of video clips: project partner’s native language with English subtitles.

Videos – audio clips and subtitles should be sent to WP5 leader separately as different
file. This will enable us to adapt video clips more easily to different speaking
environment of the Skillco app.

More of the technical specifications for audio-video and photo recording you can find
in “Technical requirements for videos used in Skillco mobile app” made by WP5.

Overachievement of OUT2.5: longer and higher number of produced video clips and
photos is very welcome and highly appreciated (brings higher EACEA final evaluation).

DUE DATE FOR DELIVERING FINAL VERSIONS OF VIDEO CLIPS AND PHOTOS TO
WP5 leader: 15. 12. 2017

ADDITONAL INSTRUCTIONS
Technical guidelines:
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-

The scripts for the videos (video clips) can be written in PP language responsibility for the scripts and the production of the video lies on the PP in
charge of the certain confirmed skills gap development.

-

You can write your scripts in your own language and do not have to send them
to WP2 leader, or other PPs, unless you wish to receive some feedback or
additional opinion, that would help you further on with the production of the
video clip.

-

The scripts should be short on a A4 page. Due date for the scripts: 6.10.2017

-

The videos have to be in native language with subtitles in all PPs languages
(EACEA proposition).
o Example 1: Slovenian PP will make a video in Slovene language and make
English subtitles, which will then be sent to partners from Germany and
Hungary and they will translate the subtitles in their own language.
o Example 2: German PP will make a video in German language with English
subtitles, which will be sent to Slovenian and Hungarian partners and they
will translate the subtitles in their language.
o All of the subtitles, with the video clips and audio should be sent to WP5
leader.

-

It would be great if you could video record on different locations (seminar,
workshop, VET center, office, lab, construction site etc.), so the videos will be
more interesting for viewers.

-

All of the video clips have to have logos of the EU and Skillco (EU logo in the left
upper corner and Skillco in the right upper corner), author of the video
production can be named (shown) in the end, and optionally scenario author (PP
responsible for selected skill development)

Visual display of the structure of video clips with audio and subtitles:
Video clip
(picture with no sound
no)
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Sound 1

Sound 2

Sound 3

DATA FILES
Subtitles 1

Suntitles 2

Subtitles 3

COMBINING OF DIFFERENT VIDEO CLIPS WITH DATA FILES:
Example: Video clip 1 + Sound 1 + Subtitles 1
Content guidelines:
-

SKILL GAP FIELD videos content:
o how we have identified skills gap field (through desk and field research)
o External expert who will give his expert opinion
o involvement of different skills gap field stakeholders (teachers, trainers,
employers, pupils, related public body representative, etc.…) – they can
explain different topics such as: why they think a certain skills gap field
is so important, what determines skills gaps, how it influences the
construction sector, what are the long term consequences, what has to
be done on the EU level, etc., what do the EU acts and docs and other
skills reports say what has to be done and how to tackle skills gaps,…

-

SKILLS GAP videos: every PP is responsible for organisation of production of 2
videos on their chosen and confirmed skills gap, one of good and one of bad
practice.
o Optional: you can include one external expert (related to the
construction sector) who will give his expert opinion, to every Skills gap
video clip! Altogether we have promised EACEA we will have at least 3
external experts involved in project video productions (at least one from
DE, SLO, HUN), we are sure we all together can easily increase this
number of expert speakers.

-

VALUABLE VANISHING SKILLS: Every PP country will make one video on
valuable vanishing skills.
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o SLOVENIA video clip: Building wooden hayracks
o GERMANY: Building a timber-framed wall (Bau einer Holzkonstruktion in
Ständerwerkbauweise)
o HUNGARY: Thatched roof construction (Nádtetőépítés)

You can also use some information from the project material that is uploaded in current project
cloud on WP2
o (OUT 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, internal half year report). In addition, if you have any other
ideas you can include them in your script (introduction sentences, closing sentences etc.)
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CCIS introduction part
video clip with native
English speaker (2 SLO PPs
min): why project
SKILLCO, what EU
strategic acts reffer
to, how was project SLO PPs
desk and field
research done, what
have we found -key
skill gaps findinsg and
identified and DE PPs
selected skill gaps;
originally this text
was meant to be part
of 1st video clip
scenario: 1
HUN PPs

1st sectoral skill gap (1st General video clip on identified skill gap
NUMERACY - cost calculation, expenditure forecasts selected skill)
field: 1
in construction for group of work or small objects

OSH - Measures for prevention of musculoskeletal
disorders and basics of ergonomics
GREEN - reuse of industrial / construction waste
material, recycling with the safe use of potentially
harmfull materials
LITERACY - Understanding of construction schedule
and sequence of construction works and reading /
understanding of project documentation, preparing
time plans with the use of ICT on construction site /
use of ICT technology for construction works

All 3 project partners: SLO, HUN, DE PPs

Video clip on bad skill practices and with
narrator/expert explaining impact, result and
importance, input material from all 3 project
countries, (HU, DE, SLO): 1

Video clip on good skill practices and with
narrator/expert explaining impact, result and
importance, input material from all 3 project
countries, (HU, DE, SLO): 1
Video on good skill practices and with
narrator/expert explaining impact, result and
importance, input material from all 3 project
countries, (HU, DE, SLO): 1

3

2nd sectoral skill gap (2nd General video clip on identified skill gap
selected skill)
field: 1

Video clip on bad skill practices and with
narrator/expert explaining impact, result and
importance, (HU, DE, SLO): 1

3rd sectoral skill gap (3rd General video clip on identified skill gap
selected skill)
field: 1

Video on bad skill practices and with
narrator/expert explaining impact, result and
importance, (HU, DE, SLO): 1

Video on good skill practices and with
narrator/expert explaining impact, result and
importance, input material from all 3 project
countries, (HU, DE, SLO): 1

3

4th sectoral skill gap (4st General video clip on identified skill gap
selected skill)
field: 1

Video clip on bad skill practices and with
narrator/expert explaining impact, result and
importance, (HU, DE, SLO): 1

Video clip on good skill practices and with
narrator/expert explaining impact, result and
importance, input material from all 3 project
countries, (HU, DE, SLO): 1

3

production of a video clip on German specifics,
performance status, practices and challenges: 1

3

Vanishing valuable
production of a video clip on Hungarian
(sectoral) skill, skill will be production of a video clip on Slovenian
identified in one of
specifics, performance status, practices and specifics, performance status, practices and
identified sectoral skill
challenges: 1
challenges: 1
gaps field

3

